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AT DEADLINE
State Orders “Payday”
Lenders to Desist
The California Department
of Corporations has issued a
desist and refrain order against
TIOR Capital, of Las Vegas,
TTG Services and managers
Brian Bergfalk and Eric
Quinlan.
As well as Northway
Financial Corp.; St. Armands
Services; Camosun Financial;
United Consumer Financial;
Discount Advances.com; VIP
PDL Service; A-1 Premium
Budget; and Vandelier Group all
stated to be unlicensed payday
lenders.
The state stated that those
charges willfully violated provisions of the CDDTL by charging
at least one California customer
fees or charges without a license
in violation of Section 23005,
including excess fees and
charges in conjunction with
deferred deposit transactions in
violation of Section 23036. As a
result of willfully charging
unauthorized fees or charges to
customers, respondents are not
entitled to collect or receive the
principal amounts provided in
those deferred deposit transactions, nor are then entitled to
any of the charges or fees assocontinued on page 3
MAIL TO:

Some Area Cities Had to Make Big
Payments to State for Former
Redevelopment Agencies
By Wes Woods II, Inland Valley Daily Bulletin
Some Inland Empire cities’ successor agencies to their redevelopment agencies recently had to pay fees—some higher than $4 million
to the California Department of Finance, which upset city officials
and a local economist.
“It’s devastating,” said Inland Empire economist John Husing.
“What the state has done is to shut down economic development at
the local level in the Inland Empire.... It’s the most poorly thoughtout money grab by the state I have witnessed in 48 years of following this stuff.” In San Bernardino County, San Bernardino had to pay
more than $4.1 million, Rialto more than $3 million and Redlands
more than $2 million for their redevelopment agencies.
In Los Angeles County, Claremont had to pay more than
$949,000 and La Verne paid more than $295,000. Last year, Gov.
Jerry Brown signed a bill to dissolve local redevelopment agencies
and move their tax dollars to Sacramento, but the law was challenged
by the California Redevelopment Association.
continued on page 16
In mid-December, the state
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Many Unemployed Also Uncounted
By Andrew S. Ross
They’re the “missing,” or “discouraged,” or “marginally
attached” workers. They rarely show up in news reports about unemployment; for example, a recent report stated that California’s rate
dropped to 10.7 percent in June, while 38,000 jobs were added.
If they were accounted for, California’s unemployment rate
would be closer to 21 percent, and instead of 2 million Californians
being out of work, the number would be more like 4 million, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Yes, there were more jobs,
but the total number of Californians employed actually fell in June by
more than 17,000.
The overall size of the labor force also fell, by 37,000, while
“mass layoffs” added 26,000 and
continued on page 26

Besides Fried Ice Cream and Fried
Butter Most County Fairs Are
Green… Green as in Money!
The Orange County fair ended last month... The Los Angeles
County fair runs most of this month and coming soon are the San
Bernardino County and Riverside County fairs. None of the state
county fairs get any money from the state... they all support themselves.
The San Bernardino County Fair is an economic engine generating tangible benefits beyond the educational, cultural and agricultural tradition.
continued on page 3
• The
San
Bernardino

U.S. Senate Committee
Releases Report on
University of Phoenix
The United States Senate
Committee
on
Health,
Education, Labor and Pensions,
chaired by Iowa Senator Tom
Harkin, released last month its
two-year probe of for-profit colleges including Apollo Group
Inc. which owns Phoenix-based

University of Phoenix and has
many “campus” locations in
Southern California, including
the Inland Empire. The schools
in the probe received a total of
$32 billion in 2009-2010 student tuition aid which the “committee” claimed was not a good
taxpayer investment.
Senator Harkin stated, “In
this report you will find overwhelming documentation of
continued on page 6
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Besides Fried...

County Fair generated approximately $15,163,000 in spending
continued from pg. 1
activity alone in 2009 – benefiting
the local economy and creating a ripple effect of economic benefit for the state.
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enue through the collection of state and local sales taxes, transient
occupancy taxes, possessory interest taxes and other taxes and
fees. These revenues further generate economic activity by providing for programs to benefit the local community.
• An estimated $171,300 annually in additional business
taxes will be created from the increased business activity caused
by the fair, its attendees and “interim” events or events held on the
fairgrounds occurring throughout the year.
The Riverside County Fair is an economic engine generating
tangible benefits beyond the educational, cultural and agricultural
tradition.
• The Riverside County Fair generated approximately
$36,080,000 in spending activity alone in 2009—benefiting the
local economy and creating a ripple effect of economic benefit for
the state.
continued on page 10
• The network of California

State Orders...

ciated with the transactions.
Pursuant to California Financial
continued from pg. 1
Code Section 23060, TIOR Capital,
LLC, TTG Services, LLC, Brian Bergfalk and Eric Quinlan are hereby ordered to immediately cease collecting all principal amounts, and
return all principal amounts, provided in any and all deferred deposit
transactions contracted with California customers or in the state of
California, and to disgorge any and all charges or fees received in
conjunction with those deferred deposit transactions.

• The network of California fairs generates upwards of $2.5
billion dollars in economic activity benefiting the local, state and
global economy.
The San Bernardino County Fair creates California jobs
through an economic ripple effect of fair patron spending and the
business activity required in support of the fair’s traditional agricultural educational activities.

• The equivalent of 130 jobs are created as a result of spending by the San Bernardino County Fair, its support businesses and
its attendees.
• The labor income generated by these additional jobs is
projected to be approximately $4,357,000 annually.
The San Bernardino County Fair generates business tax rev-

For more information against the unlicensed companies, visit
www.corp.ca.gov/ENF/Default.asp
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EDITORIAL
EDITORIAL
Prop. 13, Taxpayers, Win Again

Score 2 for Taxpayers

Appeals court disagrees that measure illegally altered
state government

Courts rule on Prop. 13, corporate tax rates

In the Middle Ages, it was common practice in some European
countries for those in dispute to resolve their differences through
a judicially sanctioned trial by combat. The winner was considered right, while the loser could end up being considered dead.
While the reinstitution of this method to resolve legal disputes
could prove useful in rapidly reducing the backlog of cases in our
overburdened courts, as a civil society we should probably remain
with the less-violent system of justice in which attorneys, judges
and juries take the place of clashing swords and armor.
Still, for those of us committed to defending against legal
challenges to Proposition 13, it sometimes feels like we are the
recipients of repeated blows from maces and axes. But the champions of Prop. 13 – the landmark 1978 tax-limiting ballot initiative – have survived each test unscathed.
Last month, the Los Angeles-based state 2nd District Court of
Appeal agreed with attorneys representing the Howard Jarvis
Taxpayers Association that a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of Prop. 13 lacked merit.
Former UCLA chancellor Charles Young, in the 15 years since
his retirement from the Westwood campus, has been busy filing
lawsuits to try to overturn a critical taxpayer protection in Prop.
13: the two-thirds vote required of the Legislature to impose new
taxes on Californians.
Young initially filed his case directly in the California
Supreme Court, arguing that time was of the essence because
California needed more revenue to balance its budget, but Prop.
13 stood as a barrier to new taxes. The Supreme Court rejected
this approach and instructed Young to refile in Superior Court,
like everyone else, which he quickly did.
Although Young strategically named as defendants only officers of the Legislature who have no incentive to defend Prop. 13,
the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association intervened on behalf of
California’s taxpayers, and argued to the court that the issue of
Prop. 13’s constitutionality was settled law.
In its 1978 decision in Amador Valley Joint Union High
School District v. State Board of Equalization, the California
Supreme Court rejected outright a legal argument similar to
Young’s current contention that Prop. 13 amounted to an unconstitutional revision of California’s form of government, not a mere
amendment to the state Constitution. The Superior Court agreed
and entered judgment for HJTA.
Young filed an appeal.
The Court of Appeal now has
affirmed HJTA’s victory. As
such, we hope that former chancellor Young has gotten the message and will end his attacks on
Prop. 13, the backbone of taxpayer rights in California.
However, a lawyer for Young
has strongly hinted that an appeal
will be filed with the California
Supreme Court, so it appears the
battle will continue. We at the
Howard
Jarvis
Taxpayers
www.BergmanWindowWashing.com

For now, Proposition 13 still is safe. A cornerstone of
California’s prosperity, the 1978 initiative limited yearly increases
in property taxes and required a two-thirds vote of the state
Legislature to raise taxes. (State ballot initiatives also can raise
taxes with a majority vote.)
Last month, Prop. 13 again passed muster in the California court
system. As the Sacramento Bee reported, “The 2nd District Court of
Appeal in Los Angeles…denied, without comment, an appeal of a
lower court decision rejecting a challenge to the measure from
Charles Young, the former chancellor of the UCLA campus. Young
contended that by requiring a two-thirds legislative vote for imposing new taxes, the measure constituted a ‘revision’ of the state constitution that could not be enacted by voters.”
The California Constitution allows voter-approved “amendments,” not “revisions.” This is the kind of hair-splitting that keeps
lawyers employed and taxpayers biting their nails—or checking on
out-of-state rates with the local U-Haul.
“It was a good decision for the same reason it was a good decision 34 years ago,” Jon Coupal told us; he’s president of the
Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association, founded by one of the major
sponsors of Prop. 13. “In 1978, the California Supreme Court
already said it was not a revision. This is a regurgitated attack on
Prop. 13.”
At least for now, taxpayers can breathe a little easier. “This is
one of the few protections we have left as taxpayers,” Mr. Coupal
said. In the Legislature, Republicans still have barely more than
one-third of the votes in either house. So they have been able to
block most tax increases pushed by the majority Democrats.
That could change in November if Democrats gain a net two
seats in the Senate and Assembly, House, giving them two-thirds
majorities. Alternatively, it’s also possible that a couple of “moderate” Republicans might win seats, which might result in some tax
increases being passed.
Another court decision the past few weeks also gave taxpayers
good news. Reported the Bee, “The 1st District Court of Appeal
unanimously ruled that California must abide by a long-standing
multistate compact that apportioned corporate taxable income on
the basis of three equally weighted factors: payroll, sales and property.” The result will be lower California taxes for out-of-state companies, whose taxes potentially will be cut “hundreds of millions of
dollars.”
That’s another hit to the state treasury, but it also means out-ofstate corporations might be more inclined to invest in California
because their taxes won’t be as high, possibly creating more jobs
here.
Both rulings could be appealed to higher courts. Meanwhile,
taxpayers also are looking to the November election. The main
focus of the Jarvis group is defeating Prop. 30, Gov. Jerry Brown’s
$8.5 billion tax increase. It would boost sales taxes by a quarter cent
and raise income taxes by as much as 3 percentage points on people earning at least $250,000 a year.
This article was published by The Orange County Register.
Association will be ready. We are keeping our armor polished and
our weapons sharp.
This article was published by The Orange County Register.
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Total Victory: Judge Upholds Attorney
General’s Ballot Label and All Consumer
Advocates’ Ballot Arguments That Prop
33 Deregulates Insurance Rates
Sacramento Superior Court Judge Timothy Frawley rejected in
full arguments in a lawsuit by the insurance industry backers of
Proposition 33 and upheld the Attorney General’s Ballot Label as
“Changes Law to Allow Auto Insurance Companies to Set Prices
Based on a Driver’s History of Insurance Coverage.”
Frawley also upheld all statements made by consumer advocates
against the initiative in the ballot pamphlet, including those that
Prop 33 would deregulate the insurance industry and raise rates for
good drivers across the state. “I don’t find anything false,” stated
Judge Frawley. “I just don’t see it.” “The quarrel the petitioners have
with the argument comes down to a difference of opinion,” Frawley
stated. “The insurance industry needs to understand that it cannot
give voters only the propaganda it wants to share with them,”
Harvey Rosenfield, author of Prop 103 and founder of Consumer
Watchdog, who was sued over the ballot argument. “The judge
appropriately allowed voters to hear the truth about Prop 33: It
deregulates the insurance industry and raises rates on good drivers
who follow the law.” “I’m grateful that the judge recognized that the
opponents of the Mercury measure have the right to make their case
against it to the voters,” said James Harrison of Remcho, Johansen
& Purcell, LLP, representing consumer advocates.
Proposition 33 is funded 99% by George Joseph, whose company, Mercury Insurance, sponsored a nearly identical initiative
(Proposition 17) just two years ago. It was rejected by the voters
despite $16 million in campaign spending by Mercury. Lawyers for
consumer and senior advocates who authored the ballot arguments
against Prop 33 explain that Mercury was misleading the court by
failing to acknowledge that the ballot initiative would repeal a civil
rights protection against redlining enacted by voters in 1988. Prop
33 will increase premiums for Californians with perfect driving
records who stop driving and have a lapse in insurance coverage for
good reasons—such as going back to school, a serious illness, longterm unemployment or using public transit. “Proposition 33 will literally undo a critical part of the regulatory scheme governing automobile insurers by nullifying Insurance Code section 1861.02(c),
which bars the practice of basing premiums on a motorist’s absence
of prior insurance, and it will also nullify the Insurance
Commissioner’s regulation that enforces that statutory bar,” according to advocates’ brief. “By nullifying the express prohibition
against consideration of prior insurance coverage [in current
California law] and authorizing prior insurance coverage as a rating
factor, Proposition 33 will require insurers that use the new rating
factor to impose surcharges along with any discounts.”
The fact that Prop 33 will give insurance companies new power
to increase premiums for good drivers led the California Democratic
Party to vote to oppose Prop 33 at its executive board meeting last
month. Joseph and his company Mercury Insurance have waged a
decades-long war in the legislature and the courts against the consumer and civil rights protections enacted by voters in Proposition
103. In 2010, state regulators revealed that the company was found
to be violating numerous state laws including the provision of law
that Joseph now seeks to repeal. Mercury has a “deserved reputation
for abusing its customers and intentionally violating the law with
arrogance and indifference,” according to a brief filed by the
California Department of Insurance in an administrative lawsuit
continued on page 33
against Mercury.
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U.S. Senate...

exorbitant tuition, pressuring students to enroll, abysmal student outcontinued from pg. 1
comes, and that many of these practices are not the exception but are the norm. The report—more than
1,000 pages long—states that federal financial aid money accounts
for as much as 90 percent of these schools’ revenue.”
A “Bloomberg Index” of 13 for-profit college companies reports
a 46 percent drop the first six months of this year. The report also
states graduation stats and states the University of Phoenix Southern
California combined campus graduates a total of 15.2 percent of
enrolled students after six years.
Page number 1848 of the Senate Report discusses “Loan Default
Rates” as follows: The estimated Lifetime Default Rates are based on
the logic that 47.5% of all defaults occur in the first three years of
repayment. This logic came from Texas Guarantee Agency who cal-

culates Lifetime default rates using the logic that, 45-50% of defaults
happen within the first three years. Student level data is received
from TG and USAF that supported this theory, so 47.5% is used as a
middle ground estimate.
Yes, they state 47.5% of all student loans is in default. Overall, 54
percent of enrolled students dropped out; and for two-year degree
students 64 percent dropped out.
To read or download the entire Senate Report, go to:
www.gpo.gov/fdsys
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Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
continued on page. 11

Ranked by Number of Rooms
Hotel
Address
City, State, Zip

# of Rooms
# of Suites

Total Meeting
Sq. Ft.
Largest Group

Max. Sq. Ft.
Exhibit Area

Rate Range
(May be
Seasonal)

Amenities

1,050
117

66,000
1,800

1,700

$225-3,250

B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L,
N,OC,P,R,RS,S,SR,ST,T,W

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address

1.

La Quinta Resort & Club
49-499 Eisenhower Dr.
La Quinta, CA 92253

Gary Sims
General Manager
(760) 564-4111/777-5806
gsims@laquintaresort.com

Marriott’s Desert Springs Resort & Spa
74855 Country Club Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92260

884
51

53,000
3,050

24,816

$175-495

2.

B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,
H,I,L,N,P,R,T,W

Ken Schwartz
General Manager
(760) 341-2211/341-1739
www.desertspringsresort.com

Renaissance Esmeralda Resort
44-400 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210-9971

560
22

52,000
2,000

16,500

$139-399

3.

B, C, R,F,FP,G,GS,
H,I,L,N,P,R,T,W

Tim Sullivan
General Manager
(760) 773-4444/836-1287
tim.m.sullivan@marriott.com

Pechanga Resort and Casino
45000 Pechanga Pkwy.
Temecula, CA 92592

522
85

40,000
2,000

43,000

$109-469

4.

B,C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L,
N,P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,W

Hyatt Grand Champions Resort
44600 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

480
54

100,000
2,500

20,000

$89-1,600

5.

B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H
I,L,N,P,R,T,W

Westin Mission Hills Resort
71333 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

472
40

65,000
1,500

17,325

6.

$99-349
*May be Seasonal

B,C,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L,N,OC,
P,R,RS,S,SA,ST,T,W

DoubleTree Hotel Ontario
222 N. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

463
21

25,000
2,000

12,800

$89-209

7.

B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,
N,OC,P,R,RSS,SD,ST,W,X

Bassam Shahin
General Manager
(909) 937-0900/937-0999
bassam_shahin@hilton.com

Rancho Las Palmas Resort & Spa
41000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

450
22

41,000
1,950

12,900

$99-350

8.

B,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,I,
L,N,P,R,T,W,C

April Shut
General Manager
(760) 568-2727/568-5845
ashut@rancholaspalmas.com

Palm Springs Riviera Resort
1600 North Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262-4602

439
36

50,000
1,000

19,670
88 8x10’s

N/A

9.

B,C,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,
N,OC,P,R,RS,T,X

Jeff Young
General Manager
(760) 327-8311/325-8572
www.psriviera.com

Palm Springs Renaissance
888 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

410
158

30,000
2,000

12,571

$119-249

10.

C,CR,F,FP,GS,
H,I,L,N,P,R,W,X

John Daw
General Manager
(760) 322-6000/416-2900
www.wyndham.com

Agua Caliente Casino Resort USA
32-250 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

340
26

15,000
900

5,635

$89.00

11.

B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,
P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,SR,ST,W

Brian Hansberry
General Manager
(760) 321-2000/202-2128
www.hotwatercasino.com

Hilton Ontario Airport
700 N. Haven Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

309
14

15,685
760

5,300
2,430

$99-299

12.

BS,C,CB,CR,F,FP,G,GS,
H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,S,SA,W,X

David Hirsch
General Manager
(909) 980-0400/941-6781
david.hirsch@hilton.com

Ontario Airport Raddison
2200 E. Holt Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91761

299
6

22,000
550

5,900

$79-299

13.

B,C,CR,F,FP,
GS,H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,S,
SA,SD,T,W,X

Riverside Marriott
3400 Market St.
Riverside, CA 92501

292
24

14,408
300 (Banquet)
500 (Theater Style)

3,600

$149 and up

14.

B,C,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,
OC,P,R,RS,SD,ST,W,X

Doral Palm Desert Princess Resort
67967 Vista Chino
Cathedral City, CA 92234

285
13

18,000
740

18,000

$89-235

15.

C,CR,F,FP,G,GS,H,
I,L,N,P,R,T,W,X

Elie Zod
General Manager
(760) 322-7000/322-6853
www.doralpalmsprings.com

Palm Springs Hilton Resort
400 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way
Palm Springs, CA 92262

260
71

15,000
700

10,000

$81-325

16.

C,CR,FP,GS,H,I,L,F,
N,P,R,T,W,X

Aftab Dada
General Manager
(760) 320-6868/320-2126
www.hilton.com

Hilton San Bernardino
285 E. Hospitality Ln.
San Bernardino, CA 92408

251
12

13,000
600

5,000

$110-275

17.

P,GS,R,W,H,RS,CR,I,S,X,L,N,SD,
FP, Mini Refrigerators
comp. a.m. coffee in lobby

Mission Inn Hotel & Spa
3649 Mission Inn Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

239
29

17,000
240

N/A

$190-1,400

18.

B,C,CR,F,GS,
I,R,L,H,N,P,
W,X,RS,S,SD,ST

Rudy Prito
General Manager
(951) 587-0484/695-7410
www.pechanga.com
Allan Farwell
General Manager
(760) 341-1000/674-4382
www.hyattgrandchampions.com
Ross Meridith
General Manager
(760) 328-5955/770-2138
www.westin.com

Charlie Prentice
General Manager
(909) 975-5000/975-5051
cprentice@sunstonehotels.com
Keith Johnson
General Manager
(951) 786-7108/369-7127

Tim Jenkins
General Manager
(909) 889-0133/381-4299
www.sanbernardino.hilton.com
Dianna Rurosure
General Manager
(951) 784-0300/782-7197
drurosure@missioninn.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=NonSmoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2012 by IEBJ.
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STOCK CHART
THE GAINERS

THE LOSERS

Top five, by percentage

Company

Current
Close

Physicians Formula Holdings Inc. (H) 4.30
American States Water Company (H) 44.25
Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H) 13.14
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H) 15.29
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc.
7.17

Beg. of Point %Change
Month Change
3.60
40.65
12.24
14.54
6.94
Ticker

American States Water Company (H)
CVB Financial Corp. (H)
EMRISE Corporation
Monster Beverage Corporation
Hot Topic Inc.
Kaiser Federal Financial Group, Inc. (H)
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc.
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc. (H)
Provident Financial Holdings Inc. (H)
Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (H)

Top five, by percentage

0.70
3.60
0.90
0.75
0.23
8/21/12
Close Price

Company

Current Beg. of Point %Change
Close
Month Change

Monster Beverage Corporation
Hot Topic Inc.
Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (H)
CVB Financial Corp. (H)
Outdoor Channel Holdings, Inc.

19.4%
8.9%
7.4%
5.1%
3.3%

7/31/12
Open Price

%Chg.
Month

52 Week
High

60.68
9.77
78.41
12.13
7.17
52 Week
Low

66.42
10.16
77.83
11.80
6.94

-5.74
-0.39
0.58
0.33
0.23

Current P/E

Ratio

-8.6%
-3.8%
0.7%
2.8%
3.3%
Exchange

AWR

44.25

40.65

8.9

45.40

32.20

17.7

NYSE

CVBF

12.13

11.80

2.8

12.38

7.28

14.1

NASDAQGS

EMRI

0.70

0.71

-1.4

0.76

0.35

NM

OTCPK

MNST

60.68

66.42

-8.6

83.96

38.20

33.9

NASDAQGS

HOTT

9.77

10.16

-3.8

10.73

6.44

27.7

NASDAQGS

KFFG

15.29

14.54

5.1

15.74

11.00

18.9

NASDAQGS

OUTD

7.17

6.94

3.3

7.99

5.18

81.8

NASDAQGS

FACE

4.30

3.60

19.4

4.40

2.54

20.0

NASDAQGS

PROV

13.14

12.24

7.4

13.34

7.92

13.7

NASDAQGS

WPI

78.41

77.83

0.7

81.00

55.00

64.0

NYSE

Wal-Mart and Mexico
Corruption Scandal
Shares in Wal-Mart Stores Inc, the world’s largest retailer, were
under pressure as Congress pressed on with an investigation of
alleged bribery in Mexico.
The company said its earnings were 4.02 billion dollars, a 5.7per-cent rise over the same period last year. Revenues were up 4.5
per cent to 114.3 billion dollars.
According to members of Congress, an investigation into alleged
tax evasion and money laundering has expanded beyond Mexico to
Wal-Mart operations in five other countries. The challenge to WalMart to come forth with more information was contained in a letter
to Wal-Mart this week from Representatives Elijah Cummings and
Henry Waxman.
In April, a New York Times investigation showed that bribery
played a significant role in the rapid growth in Mexico of the USbased superstore. Local Wal-Mart managers allegedly paid money to
skip over permit rules in its rush to expand in Mexico.
The article triggered a multi-faceted investigation in the US.
Under US law, it is a crime for American companies and their subsidiaries to bribe foreign officials.
Wal-Mart’s Chief Financial Officer Charles Holley told reporters
that the company would pull back its expansion plans overseas as a
result of the investigations into the Mexico allegations. He noted this
would
apply
especially to its
operations
in
Brazil and China.

Notes: (H) - Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) Stock hit fifty two week low during the month, NM - Not
Meaningful

Five Most Active Stocks
Monster Beverage Corporation
Watson Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Hot Topic Inc.
CVB Financial Corp.
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc.
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month

66,582,720
13,885,570
8,896,040
5,823,640
2,523,090
101,573,730

Monthly Summary
8/21/12
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

7
3
0
6
0

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation’s leading investment banking and financial advisory organizations. All stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recommendation is
intended or implied. (310) 689-0070.
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Inside Job: Why Dealing with “Difficult” Colleagues Will Lead to
Happier Customers
When an organization’s
employees aren’t happy, it’s
unlikely they’ll be providing the
kind of quality service that leads
to happy customers. One of the
fastest ways to create internal
strife is to let “difficult” people
go unchecked. Ron Kaufman
teaches that the best way to handle these personalities is to help
resolve the difficult situations
they’re experiencing so that
everyone at the organization has
the positive energy needed to
provide uplifting service to customers.
Too often, organizations
promise satisfaction to external
customers and then allow internal politics to frustrate their
employees’ good intentions to
deliver. It’s important to remember that your customers aren’t
the only ones who come through
your organization’s door every
day seeking quality service.
Your coworkers and leaders also
need to be served. If they’re not
happy, it’s not likely they’ll
deliver stellar service, and the
same goes for you. Inevitably,
“difficult people” will creep into
your work life, disturbing you,
your colleagues’, and your leaders’ workflow and negatively
affecting the service you all provide your customers.
Ron Kaufman has some eyeopening news for you. He says,
at some point, we’re all viewed
by our colleagues as the organization’s “difficult person.”
That’s why it’s important that
we find a way to provide uplifting service internally all the
time…even (and especially!)
when difficult situations arise so
internal tiffs don’t lead to rifts
with customers.
“Once you’ve characterized
someone as a ‘difficult person,’
you’re already in a lose, lose situation,” says Kaufman, author
of the New York Times bestseller “Uplifting Service: The
Proven Path to Delighting Your
Customers, Colleagues, and
Everyone Else You Meet.” “It’s
like my view on difficult cus-

tomers: There are no difficult
customers; there are only difficult
customer
situations.
Similarly, there are no difficult
coworkers. There are only difficult coworker situations. And
once you start to think differently about how to manage those
difficult situations, everyone
can be more satisfied and better
served, including you, your colleagues, and most importantly,
your customers.”
What Kaufman is talking
about is an uplifting service culture change. In Uplifting
Service, he writes that service is
taking action to create value for
someone else, and that “someone else” can be outside or
inside your organization.
“When the entire organization agrees to define the way
they work together using this
definition of service, everyone
will be able to focus on creating
value and serving each other
better, which leads to better
external
service,”
says
Kaufman. “Instead of seeing an
angry coworker and not wanting
to have anything to do with him,
you will naturally stop and
think, What does this person
value? What is he not getting
that he needs? What can I do
now to serve him better? When
this culture of service takes hold
in the organization, everyone
feels better and works better
together.”
Read on for Kaufman’s
advice on how you can use difficult situations to start building
an uplifting service culture in
your organization…from the
inside out.
Assess the situation carefully. Is your colleague deeply
upset or simply having a bad
day? Is she angry about an
ongoing internal issue that must
be addressed and solved, or a
one-off situation like a presentation gone wrong? Is this a
process problem that persistently provokes, or a one-time irritation that will naturally fade
away? “Once you have assessed

the situation,” notes Kaufman,
“you can then determine
whether the person just requires
a little personal attention from
you—or whether a larger plan
must be created.”
Shift your perspective.
Stop thinking of your colleague
as “difficult” and start thinking
about the difficulty he is experiencing, and how you can serve
him in his current situation.
What is it he is concerned, disturbed, or upset about that’s
leading to his behavior?
Once you realize what a difficult situation means to another
person, you can approach the
issue with more compassion,
generosity,
empathy,
and
patience. This is far more effective for both parties than concluding that another person is
difficult all the time or is always
overreacting.
“The reality is that you
never really know all that is
going on with another person,
with his family’s health or his
financial situation,” notes
Kaufman. “You don’t know
what happened at his home that
morning or the night before. You
don’t really know what triggered this emotionally upset
moment. You can therefore
decide, Let me choose compassion for this person instead of
judgment and start exercising
empathy.”
Lean in and work on the
problem together. A “difficult”
person often behaves that way
because she is trying to get
something she needs, or is trying to make something happen.
She probably thinks the only
way she can get her colleagues’
attention is by outwardly showing her anger. But we know
from experience that the way to
get better service is to be a better customer. And the same goes
for getting the help we all want
from our colleagues.
“Let your colleague know—
as subtly as possible—that
being upset, angry, or ‘difficult’
is not the best way to get what

she needs,” suggests Kaufman.
“You can start by saying, ‘I care.
Help me understand what you
are concerned about.’ By saying
this and then listening, often her
anger will fade away. Once your
colleague has calmed down, you
can say, ‘Thank you for explaining this to me. Let’s solve this
problem together. It’s not us or
them. It’s just us.’ And then you
can both get to work solving the
problem.”
Plan how you’ll work
together. One way to defuse a
difficult situation is to pull out a
piece of paper and decide what
actions each of you will take
next. This helps remove emotional tension and gets everyone
down to work.
“The sooner you say, ‘Let’s
figure this thing out. What
action can I take that will create
value for you? Let’s agree on
next steps. Let’s make some
promises to each other,’ the better,” says Kaufman. “Working
this way creates a culture of colleagues taking action to create
value for each other. It takes
emotion out of the equation and
creates a platform where people
can work more effectively with
each other.”
Role model the right
behavior. One of the best ways
to make this behavior a part of
your company culture is to role
model it yourself. And you can
do this from any position in the
organization: from the top, the
middle, or the frontline.
Eventually, your colleagues will
see how you handle these situations and how well your
approach leads to positive
action.
“When others see that problems don’t need to be painful,
that emotions don’t need to be
escalated, they’ll realize that
‘difficult situations’ don’t need
to consume all your energy, or
your entire day,” notes
Kaufman. “As more and more
people inside your organization
take this approach, they will reccontinued on page 39
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Besides Fried...

fairs generates upwards of $2.5
billion dollars in economic activity benefiting the local, state and

continued from pg. 3
global economy.
The Riverside County Fair creates California jobs through an
economic ripple effect of fair patron spending and the business

September 2012

activity required in support of the fair’s traditional agricultural
educational activities.
• The equivalent of 152 jobs are created as a result of spending by the Riverside County Fair, its support businesses and its
attendees.
• The labor income generated by these additional jobs is projected to be approximately $6,703,000 annually.
The Riverside County Fair generates business tax revenue
through the collection of state and local sales taxes, transient
occupancy taxes, possessory interest taxes and other taxes and
fees. These revenues further generate economic activity by providing for programs to benefit the local community.
• An estimated $303,100 annually in additional business
taxes will be created from the increased business activity caused
by the fair, its
attendees
and
“interim” events
or events held on
the fairgrounds
o c c u r r i n g
throughout the
year.
Just wanted
to share with you
how big the business of state fairs
really is.

Oktoberfest Palm Springs is a unique European-style festival showcasing more
than 40 food, wine and beer tasting booths on October 13 from Noon-6:00p.m..
Live entertainment on 2 stages will include polka bands, jazz and modern music to
fit everyone’s taste. It wouldn't be Oktoberfest without Belgian and German Beers
like Beck’s, St. Pauli’s Girl, Stella Artois, Leffe, Hoegaarden and many, many
more.
This inaugural event will benefit CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates),
Les Dames d’Escoffier (Providing scholarships for female chefs) and the Palm
Springs Chamber of Commerce.
The only one of its kind in the Inland Empire, this event will be a crowd pleaser with vendors and performers sporting Lederhosen and traditional Bavarian costuming all with a European flair. Located in the heart of downtown Palm Springs,
California the festival will be held at the corner of Palm Canyon Drive and Tahquitz
Canyon Way in the park adjacent to the spectacular 26-foot tall "Forever Marilyn"
sculpture. Spectacular views, ease to all of the shops, restaurants and night clubs of
downtown. Free parking!
Why is it called Oktoberfest?
The first edition of the Oktoberfest took place in 1810 to celebrate Princess
Therese von Sachsen-Hildburghausen's wedding. Celebrations started on 12th
October and went on until 17th October with a horse race. In the following years
the festival was repeated, prolonged and finally re-scheduled in September.
Historically, the last weekend of the Oktoberfest always fell in October and this tradition continues today.
Oktoberfest Palm Springs would not be possible without the following companies and individuals: City of Palm
Springs, Palm Springs Chamber of Commerce, Costco Wholesale, Stella Artois, Leffe, Hoegaarden, Crispin Apple
Cider, Classic Party Rentals, Palm Springs Life, Desert Entertainer, KATY 101.3, Travelhost, KCET, 7x7 Magazine,
R&R Broadcasting, Desert Star Weekly, Ace Hotel and Swim Club, Riviera Resort and Spa, Toby Willaby, Gary Wines,
Rod Hendry and Scott Robertson (Spoon it Up Catering).

www.OktoberfestPalmSprings.com

BUSINESS
BUSINESS VALUES
VALUES
Why is White-Collar Crime
on the Rise?
COO Advocates Values-in-Action Courses for All Students
It seems every time we turn around, another financial giant is
accused of lying, cheating and stealing. It’s not your imagination,
says Rakesh Malhotra, a longtime COO who has worked in Asia,
East Europe and United States and led cross-cultural diverse teams.
“White-collar crime convictions in the United States alone have
increased 17.8 percent in the last five years alone,” he says. “Last
year, the Securities Exchange Commission filed a record 735
enforcement actions.” And it’s not just hedge fund operators and
money traders. White-collar crimes include identity theft, cheating on
taxes, health-care fraud – crimes as readily committed by employees
at the local big-box store as suits in penthouse offices.
“The problem is one of values,” says Malhotra, author of
“Adventures of Tornado Kid: Whirling Back Home Towards
Timeless Values” (www.FiveGlobalValues.com). “I have worked in
several countries, recruiting, hiring, training and retaining employees. I found that in every culture, the same core values play a key role
in the success of both employees and the corporation.
“Unfortunately, they are not taught in school—not in grade
school or in most business schools. While we would benefit from
having values taught at all age levels, for now they are learned mostly from parents, mentors, inspiring teachers and others who shape
young lives.”
It’s as important for the business to have what Malhotra has identified as five essential global values as it is for the employees, he
says. “The business has to show that
continued on page 15
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Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
Ranked by Number of Rooms

continued from page. 7
Hotel
Address
City, State, Zip

continued on page. 19

# of Rooms
# of Suites

Total Meeting
Sq. Ft.
Largest Group

Max. Sq. Ft.
Exhibit Area

Rate Range
* May be
Seasonal

Amenities

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address

Spa Resort Casino
100 N. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

230
20

6,500
200

1,800

$69-199

19.

CR,F,FP,GS,H,
N,P,X,I,R,RS

Miramonte Resort
45-000 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

215
66

10,400
350

N/A

$99-349

20.

B,FP,N,C,G,P,GS,R,
H,T,CR,I,F,L

Residence Inn by Marriott
2025 Convention Center Way
Ontario, CA 91764

200
200

N/A

N/A

$99-139

21.

F,FP,N,P,CB,
CR,I,H,CH,X
S,SD,ST,T

DoubleTree Hotel Claremont
555 W. Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711

190
4

13,500
400

13,500

$119-199

22.

B,GS,P,F,FP,N,D,
CR,I,R,L,H,W,X

Holiday Inn Ontario Airport
2155 E. Convention Center Way
Ontario, CA 91764

180
7

3,900
200

na

$99-189

B,FP,R,RS

23.

Irene Kue
General Manager
(909) 212-8000/418-6703
www.holidayinn.com

Lake Arrowhead Resort & Spa
27984 Highway 189
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352

173
11

11,000
400

5,000

$159-350

24.

CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,
P,R,T,W,OC,SD,ST

Chris Cline
General Manager
(909) 336-1511/336-1378
www.laresort.com

Ayres Hotel & Suites
1945 E. Holt Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91761

167
167

10,000
400

4,000

$109-179

25.

F,I,P,CH,FP,N,X,
R,H,CR

Amy Delgadillo
General Manager
(909) 390-7778/390-1498
www.ayreshotels.com

Hotel Zoso
150 S. Indian Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92262

165
5

22,500
250

22,000

$199-269

26.

B,C,CR,F,GS,H,I,W,
G,L,N,P,R,T,X

Tam Grar
General Manager
(760) 325-9676/969-6600
www.hotelzoso.com

Sheraton Ontario Airport Hotel
429 N. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

164
2

3,000
60

3,000

$99-239

27.

B,C,CB,FP,N,P,CR,I,R,
F,L,H,CH,W,X

Alfonso Tores
General Manager
(909) 937-8000/937-8028
www.sheraton.com

Courtyard by Marriott
1510 University Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

163

1,300
100

na

$89-125

B,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,P,R,RS,SD,ST,W

28.

Melony Gilson
General Manager
(951) 276-1200/787-6783
www.marriott.com

Shilo Hilltop Suites & Hotel
3101 Temple Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768

161
130

11,200
600

$102-258

29.

B,C,CB,CR,F,FP,H,I,L,N,
P,R,RS,S,SA,SD,SR,W,X

Indian Wells Resort Hotel
76-661 Highway 111
Indian Wells, CA 92210

155
29

7,000
380

4,800

$89-299

30.

C,GS,T,R,FP,GC,B,CB,G,
CB,F,CH,CR,N,P,I,R,L,H,X

Brad Weimer
General Manager
(760) 345-6466/772-5083
www.indianwellsresort.com

Northwoods Resort
40650 Village Dr.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315

148
9

9,000
400

4,000

$109-599

31.

B,C,CR,F,FP,
GS,H,I,L,N,P,R

Sam Baca
General Manager
(909) 866-3121/866-1451
www.northwoodsresort.com

La Quinta Inn & Suites Ontario Airport
3555 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764

144
8

675
40

675

$79-149

32.

FP,N,P,CB,H,
W,C,CR,I,F,X

Alex Oh
General Manager
(909) 476-1112/476-1121
www.lqi.com

Ayres Suites Ontario at the Mills Mall
4370 Mills Cir.
Ontario, CA 91764

140
8

2,222
80

1,190

$125-375

33.

FP,N,P,CB,H,
CR,F,X

Carlos Mendoza
General Manager
(909) 481-0703/484-2601
cmendoza@ayreshotels.com

Aloft Ontario
10480 Fourth St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

136

504
35

N/A

$99-299

34.

B,CB,CR,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,
N,OC,P,SD,W,X

Hyatt Place
4760 E. Mills Cir.
Ontario, CA 91764

127

850
57

N/A

$119-249

35.

B,FP,N,P,CB,CH,
H,CR,I,W,F,X

Juan Artozi
General Manager
(909) 980-2200/758-5212
www.hyattplace.com

Fairfield Inn By Marriott
3201 E. Centre Lake Dr.
Ontario, CA 91761

116
0

N/A

N/A

$79-99

B,CB,CR,F,,P,SD,ST

36.

Denise Guard
General Manager
(909) 390-9855/390-9835
ffi.ontfi.gm@marriott.com

6,000

Brian Hansberry
General Manager
(760) 883-1000/325-3344
www.sparesortcasino.com
Stan Kantowski
General Manager
(760) 341-2200/568-0541
reservations@miramonteresort.com
Cynthia Ybarra
General Manager
(909) 937-2464/937-2462
www.marriott.com
Andrew Behnke
General Manager
(909) 626-2411/624-0756
abehnke@doubletreeclaremont.com

Dernitsa Bains
General Manager
(909) 598-7666/598-5654
justine.haigte@shiloinns.com

Gonzalo Rodriguez
General Manager
(909) 484-1685/484-6491
christina.slim@aloftontario-rc.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=NonSmoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2012 by IEBJ.
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MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
“It’s Not MY Fault!” Seven Ways Leaders Can Unearth (and Neutralize) the
Fear That Lurks Behind the Blame Game
Are fingerpointing and responsibility dodging poisoning your culture? Mike Staver explains that fear-based
leadership lurks at the heart of the blame game. He explains what leaders can do to overcome their own fears
and find their courage—and help their followers do the same.
When you arrive at the
office each morning, you find
yourself in a blame-free zone.
Your team attacks projects
proactively and with confidence. When a problem arises,
everyone involved “owns it”
and takes corrective action. Bob
in marketing says he’s personally responsible for an event flier
going to the printer late and
stays late to overnight them to
the client. Meanwhile, Sally in
accounting emails, “The client’s
invoice was wrong because of
our miscalculation. We’ve
called and apologized.” And so
it goes with every employee, in
every department……and then
you wake up.
Yep. Instead of facing the
workday with excitement, most
leaders want to crawl back
under the covers from sheer
dread of what actually awaits
them at the office: excuse making, blame shifting, and responsibility dodge ball. According to
Mike Staver, the underlying culprit is something you might not
suspect: fear.
“An organization that has
perfected the blame game is one
where hidden fear—fear of failure, of confrontation, of difficult
tasks—runs rampant,” says
Staver, author of “Leadership
Isn’t for Cowards.” “And guess
where these kinds of energydraining, counterproductive cultures originate? That’s right:
with the leaders.
“Blame-based leadership
seeks to find a bad guy so that
there is someone to absorb the
problem, like a lightning rod
absorbs a bolt of otherwise dangerous electricity,” he adds. “If a
bad guy can be found, then
everyone else can take a collective sigh of relief. If it’s operations’ fault, for example, man-

agement can’t have done anything wrong. And when it’s
someone else’s problem, no one
takes action to solve it.”
Blaming is only one symptom of hidden fear. Staver’s
book explores numerous others—like pretending not to
know things, perpetual “getting
ready,” and letting “shiny ball”
distractions derail high-return
tasks—and offers tips for conquering them. The destructive
thing about fear, he points out, is
that it keeps us from taking the
quick, decisive actions courageous leadership requires—and
the global economy demands.
Removing fear and establishing a take-responsibility culture begins with leaders,
explains Staver. Once you have
let followers know that you are
on their side and want them to
win—while establishing that
you won’t settle for anything
less than the highest degree of
execution and performance—
they’ll begin to adopt your fearless attitude. “Acknowledging
that you are ultimately responsible for the results of your life,
thoughts, and actions creates a
level of freedom not experienced by those who choose to
blame others,” he adds. “It
empowers
you
to
act.
Courageous leaders are driven
by, even obsessed with, the
imperative to eliminate excuse
making and blame from themselves and their organizations.”
Read on for Staver’s advice
on how you can take responsibility and help your followers to
do the same:
Look at the man (or
woman) in the mirror. You
can’t expect your followers to
change their attitudes while you
stay mired in your old blamebased thinking. That’s why Step

One in creating an excuse-free
company culture is taking a
good, hard look at your own tendency to blame others and at the
underlying fear driving it.
According to Staver, a few common culprits include: fear of
failure, fear of being underprepared, fear of confrontation, fear
of risk, fear of being wrong, and
fear of being unpopular.
“Once you have identified
the fears infecting your own
leadership, figure out which
behaviors you can change in
order to set a better example,”
he suggests. “If you tend to
overprepare—meaning
that
progress happens at a glacial
pace—you might courageously
take the next step forward, even
if you’re not sure that the proposal is perfect. Your employees
will see that action, even if it
isn’t 100 percent mistake-free,
drives results.”
Overall, Staver says, strive
to proactively confront any policy, person, or mindset that is
holding you and your organization back. Be an obstacle
remover and push yourself to
take bold, decisive action. And
if (actually, when) you do screw
up? Set a good example and
“own it.” Overall, you’ll find the
rewards of being a fearless
leader will far outweigh the consequences.
Get real about how your
organization handles mistakes. What happens when
someone on your team screws
up or takes a risk that doesn’t
pay off? If the answer is that a
leader swoops in to mete out
swift and certain punishment to
the offending employee, two
things will happen: 1) the blame
game will flourish (after all, no
one wants to be the fall guy
when something goes wrong)

and 2) most people will shy
away from taking any risks at all
in the future.
“Is a bland, play-it-safe,
riskless culture what your
organization really needs?” asks
Staver. “If you want your organization to grow instead of stagnate, it’s imperative that you
handle mistakes in a constructive way. If you’re too harsh, of
course none of your followers
will want to upset you by taking
risks. The truth is, taking risks
should not only be allowed but
encouraged. “Instead of putting
negative pressure on your people, try to help them work
through any kinks while keeping
the focus on performance and
growth,” he recommends. “And
always be sure to celebrate your
employees’ accomplishments
without compromising their
momentum.
That
means
acknowledging progress with
full and complete focus on the
success of what is right here,
right now.”
Preach the “choose or
lose” gospel. It’s when employees feel powerless that they toe
the company line, mindlessly
follow orders, or simply choose
to do nothing. As a leader, you
need to make employees understand that they always have a
choice. (And yes, doing nothing
is a choice.) It’s important to
make sure that everyone in your
organization considers the full
range of options, even those that
might seem impractical or illogical at first glance. Here’s why:
Once you realize you have
choices, it’s a lot harder to
blame others for your actions, or
lack thereof.
“If you’re alive, you have
choices, bottom line!” says
Staver. “Some are big. Some are
continued on page 26
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
continued on page. 17

Listed Alphabetically
Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip

1.

Caliente Springs R.V. Resort
& Golf Course
70-200 Dillon Rd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92241

Mgmt. Co. or Owner
Type of Course
Membership Fees

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
# Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
Course Designer
Reservation Phone

Top Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Tim Manthei
Resort/Semi-Private
N/A

$10
$10

785
na

1997
Ray Ramirez
(888) 894-7727

Christy Harper
Resort Manager
(760) 329-2979/251-2672
calientesprings@calientesprings.com

The Braswells
Public
na

$23-32
$24-42

6,000
30,000

1959
N/A
(909) 795-2488

Bev Carlson
General Manager
(909) 795-2488/795-3578
www.calimesacountryclub.com

Welk Resort Group
Semi-Private
$1,500 - $2,500

$40 - $85
$45 - $85

6,502
68,000

1972
David Rainville
(760) 328-6571

Darren Stanek
General Manager
(760) 328-6571/202-9121
www.cathedralcanyon.com

$20
$22

3,108
60,000

1961
Robert Trent Jones, Sr.
(909) 877-1712

Steve Martin
General Manger
(909) 877-1712/877-2226
www.coltongolf.com

2.

Calimesa Country Club
1300 S. 3rd St.
Calimesa, CA 92320

3.

Cathedral Canyon Country Club
68311 Paseo Real
Cathedral City, CA 92234

4.

Colton Golf Course
1901 W. Valley Blvd.
Colton, CA 97324

5.

Cross Creek Golf Club
43860 Glen Meadows
Temecula, CA 92590

KYM
Semi-Private
$250-400

$65
$85

6,833
44,000

2001
Arthur Hills
(909) 506-3402

Tim Garner
General Manager
(951) 506-3402/506-6802
www.crosscreekgolfclub.com

6.

Date Palm Country Club
36-200 Date Palm Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234

ELS
Semi-Private
$2,000

$20-25
$20-25

3,083
35,000

1972
Ted Robinson
(866) 465-3914

David Smith
General Manager
(760) 328-6514/321-2473
david.smith@date.com

7.

Desert Dunes Golf Club
19-300 Palm Dr.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Brooks Street
Public
$200

$100
$110

6,876
45,000

1989
Robert Trent Jones Jr.
(760) 251-5370

Olen Bartley
General Manager
(760) 251-5370/251-5371
info@desertdunesgolf.com

Desert Willow Golf Resort
38995 Desert Willow Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Kemper Sports
Public
N/A

$30-70

8.

7,056/6,913
75,000

1997/1998
Michael Hurzdan,
Dana Fry, John Cook
(760) 346-7060

Richard Mogersen
General Manager
(760) 346-7060/346-7444
info@desertwillow.com

9.

Eagle Glen Golf Club
1800 Eagle Glen Pky.
Corona, CA 92883-0620

Privately Owned
Public
Open

$19-49
$29-69

6,930
na

1999
Gary Roger Baird
(909) 272-4653

Steve Jeffrey
General Manager, PGA
(951) 278-2842/278-0322
www.eagleglengc.com

10.

Morango Golf Club
36211 Champions Dr.
Beaumont, CA 92223

Choon Man Lee
Daily Fee
$1,500-4,500

$45-50
$60-65

7,337/7,442
80,000

11.

El Prado
6555 Pine Ave.
Chino, CA 91710

$26
$40

6,508/6,671
55,000/57,000
(909) 597-1753

1976
H. & D. Rainville
(909) 597-1753/393-5061

12.

Empire Lakes Golf Course
11015 Sixth St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

Empire Lakes
Public
Yes

$45-75
$50-90

5,200/6,923
na

1995
Arnold Palmer
(909) 481-6663

Eugene Park
General Manager
(909) 481-6663/481-6763
info@empirelakes.com

13.

General Old Golf Course
16700 Village West Dr.
Riverside, CA 92518

Donovan Bros. Golf
Public
Military & Sr. Discounts

$19-37
$21-49

6,794
65,000

1955
na
(909) 697-6690

Kiki Garcia
Head Golf Prof.
(951) 697-6690/697-6694
generaloldgolf@wildblue.net

14.

Green River Golf Club
5215 Green River Rd.
Corona, CA 92880

Course Co., Inc.
Public- Daily Fee
N/A

$19-44
$26-52

6,470/6,275
95,000

1958
Lawrence Hughes/Carey Bickler
(909) 737-7393

Judy Saguchi
General Manager
(951) 737-7393/737-7432
www.playgreenriver.com

15.

Green Tree Golf Course
14144 Green Tree Blvd.
Victorville, CA 92392

City of Victorville
Public
$125/Month ($175 w/ cart)

$35
$40

6,643
32,000

1964
Bill Bell
(760) 245-4860

Joe Gargan
Director
(760) 245-4860/245-5479
www.victorvillegolf.com

Heritage Palms Golf Club
44291 Heritage Palms Dr.
Indio, CA 92201

Heritage Palms
Semi-Private
N/A

$30-$115

16.

6,727
na

1996
Arthur Hills
(760) 772-7334

Gordon Leith
Director
(760) 772-7334/360-4124
gleith@heritage.com

17.

Hesperia Golf & Country Club
11970 Bangor Ave.
Hesperia, CA 92345

Alexander Rickards
Public
$125-310

$30
$36

6,996
na

1955
Bill Bell Jr.
(760) 244-9301

Brandon McNaulty
General Manager
(760) 244-9301/244-9238
hesperiacc@aol.com

Hidden Spring Country Club
15500 Bubbling Wells Rd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

$10-15

18.

3,054
na

1977
Unknown
(760) 329-8816

Alex Augustyn
(760) 288-4653/329-4414
www.cal-am.com

19.

Hidden Valley Golf Club
10 Clubhouse Dr.
Norco, CA 92860

$40-50
$50-75

6,880
32,000

1997
Casey O’Callaghan
(909) 737-1010

Public
N/A

Public
N/A

Public
N/A
Gratitude Golf Mgmt.
Public
Daily Fee

2000
Brad Storman
Schmidt-Curley Design
Director of Operations
(951) 845-0014
(877) 742-2500/(951) 845-0280
bstorman@eastvalleygolfclub.com
Bruce Janke
General Manager
(909) 597-1753/393-5061
www.elpradogolfcourses.com

Jim Marabella
General Manager
(951) 737-1010/737-2424
george@hiddenvalleygolf.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Jon Siu. Copyright 2012 by IEBJ.
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Regional Labor Market Steadily, Slowly Gaining Steam
Labor employment graphmarket growth has been slow in the
Inland Empire, and despite some hiccups in February and March, job
recovery is expected to gain steam, albeit slowly, in the second half

of the year. As 2011 came to a close, the Inland Empire region saw
job growth consistently trend upward for six months for the first time
since the recession ended. There was a bit of a slowdown in the first
quarter of 2012, in February and March, however in the following
months total nonfarm payroll jobs returned to their positive growth
trend. Looking at longer-term trends, the year-over-year growth from
May 2011 to May 2012 shows jobs increasing by 1.4%—representing a gain of over 16,000 jobs. The Inland Empire’s unemployment
rate has remained stubbornly high, but the good news is that it has
been trending downward and has fallen nearly every month since
July 2011. Between May 2011 and May 2012, the region’s unemployment rate fell by 1.3%—exhibiting a downward trend that should
continue into the future. Beacon Economics is forecasting that the
unemployment rate will drop below double digits near the end of
2014 and that total nonfarm employment should return to its prerecession peak in early 2015.
As with total nonfarm payroll jobs, many of the region’s sectors
experienced a slight slowdown in the early months of 2012. One of
the few sectors that has grown consistently throughout 2012 is the
wholesale trade sector. Wholesale trade in the Inland Empire has seen
positive job growth every consecutive month this year—reaching a
new post-recession high in May 2012 with nearly 54,000 payroll
jobs. Since May 2011, the sector has grown by 10.4%—an addition
of 5,000 jobs. Although the labor market recovery has been slow in
the Inland Empire, it has been generally positive. Beacon Economics
expects faster and more consistent employment growth by the end of
2012 and into 2013.
Real Estate Markets Looking Up in 2012
The real estate market in the Inland Empire has seen some significant gains in 2012. Both single family median home prices and sales
have increased in the first quarter of this year after declining throughout 2011. Since the fourth quarter of 2011, home prices have grown
by 2.3% and home sales have risen by 3.7%. Although these figures
represent a decline from the first quarter of 2011, it is important to
remember that in early 2011 government intervention programs were
the leading cause behind growth
continued on page 33
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MOTIVATIONAL
MOTIVATIONAL
Remember to Have Fun!
By Marti MacGibbon
Phil, a manager at a tech firm, prides himself on his commitment
to his career. He counts rigorous self-discipline as one of his
strengths, and expects the same of his subordinates, privately frowning on such “nonsense” in the workplace as birthday cakes and office
parties. Phil goes on vacation once a year, only because it’s mandatory. He always selects glamorous destinations because he works so
hard and figures he deserves a rich reward. Phil travels with his camera, meticulously recording each brilliant sunset, gorgeous vista, and
tourist attraction so that he’ll have an accurate log of all his experiences.
When his vacation ends and he returns to work, Phil reviews all
his photos and is surprised that he can scarcely recall any sensation
of all that “fun” he was supposedly having. He wonders why this is,
and what he is missing. After some consideration, Phil realizes that
he’s been so busy attaining goals and meeting requirements, both in
work and on vacation, that he has forgotten how to have fun. He wonders if he really knows what fun is.
Fun is an attitude, a state of being; it’s playfulness, enjoyment or
amusement. Fun can inspire you, motivate you, and empower you to
change your attitude, reactions and perception of yourself. Fun and a
sense of humor will propel you toward your goal more quickly and
give you inspiration, motivation and a sense of well-being along the
way. If you’re having fun, you’re increasing your levels of “feel
good” neurotransmitters in your brain ædopamine, serotonin, etc.
When this happens, you empower yourself to feel better in general;
you’ll find it’s much easier to be creative, energetic and empathic
when you feel good.
Remember, fun is not something you look for outside yourself.
It’s something you own, embrace and develop within as you live life
in the present moment. It’s easy to think that fun and happiness are
things that you might wish would happen to you — things that come
from a source outside you, such as a vacation or a new car — but that
is a mistaken belief. You make the fun happen. It is totally up to you
whether you enjoy life. Here are some tips to help you raise your fun
quotient:
Develop Your Ability to “Be in the Moment.” Allow your inner
self to awaken and recognize the sheer beauty of being alive. Use
gratitude to build your enthusiasm for life, and stay in that attitude as
you approach any task, obstacle, or occasion. Give yourself permission to wholeheartedly enjoy each moment without judging. Be playful 3/4 keep your knees loose, so to speak. Take a sip from the fountain of youth: having not yet been programmed to make a distinction
between work and play, children are constantly exploring, discovering and enjoying the wonder of life. You can do the same, no matter
what your chronological age may be. It’s all in your perception.
Break Out of Your Routine and Jumpstart Your Sense of
Fun. Shake things up. Try learning a new language, sport or game.
Take an improv class to increase your spontaneity. Go to a movie
you’d normally avoid seeing. Try a totally different route to or from
work. At work, take mini-breaks in the routine: at intervals throughout your day, jump up from the desk, stretch and move around, even
at the risk of feeling a little bit goofy. Visit an amusement park and
ride the rollercoaster, Ferris wheel, or carousel. At home, rearrange
your furniture or try cooking a new and exotic recipe. Take a dance
class. You’ll find your fun quotient multiplies exponentially.
Build Your Fun Network. Find people you can have fun with,
people you can be yourself with,
continued on page 16
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Why is White...

these ethics are implemented and
acted upon. Otherwise, the employcontinued from pg. 10
ee with values, the one instructed to,
say, lie about a product, will feel secure about reporting such conduct
without being fired.”
What are these values and how can they be taught?
• Responsibility: There is nothing more fundamental to being
an adult in our society than accountability. Parents can create causeand-effect circumstances, such as letting a teen borrow the car provided they put gas in it. Breaking such a pact though, because of a
bad grade in school, creates a mixed message. When children learn
responsibility, they know that happiness comes from doing the right
thing.
• Compassion: It’s not just a term for being nice; compassion
is a form of intelligence – an empathetic ability to see a situation
through another’s eyes and to feel what another person feels. When
adults are compassionate, they reach out to help others because they
can feel others’ pain – and the relief and gratitude of help, sympathy
or encouragement.
• Integrity: Integrity is the glue that holds together all of the
values. When given an option to stray from our values, such as lying
for the sake of convenience, integrity is there to hold us accountable.
• Peace: Our ability to manage conflicts amicably is a direct
result of a peaceful mind and attitude. Those who value peace view
anger, jealousy and hostility as the barriers to communication that
they are. In all settings, business and domestic, conflicts will arise –
it is inevitable. We must work through these peacefully if we are to
move forward.
• Love: You must love what you do, passionately. Do your
work and your organization in some way contribute to the welfare of
people? That is the reason for your passion. With love, you contribute
to the greater good and feel gratified.
Rakesh Malhotra has worked in, lived in or traveled to more than
40 countries. During this time, he studied human behavior in relation
to core values as a means to hire, promote and manage effectively. He
has focused on what influences performance and what makes some
employees perform at a higher level than others. Malhotra holds a
master’s in public administration and several diplomas in business
education.

REAL ESTATE NOTES
VOIT DIRECTS NEW 147,677-SQUARE-FOOT INDUSTRIAL LEASE TO NATIONAL HEALTH CARE SERVICE
MANUFACTURER
Voit Real Estate Services’ Inland Empire office has directed a
new 147,677-square-foot industrial lease in Redlands on behalf of
the lessor. The lessee, Medline Industries, a privately held national manufacturer and distributor of health care supplies and services, plans to fully occupy the building for its distribution operations, according to Juan Gutierrez, a senior associate in Voit’s
Inland Empire office.
Gutierrez worked with Frank Geraci, Walt Chenoweth, and
Patrick Wood of Voit’s Inland Empire office to represent the lessor,
BlackRidge Real Estate Group/ Verde Realty. The lessee, Medline
Industries, was represented by Chuck Belden of Cushman &
Wakefield.
This is an expansion for Medline Industries, which was seeking additional warehouse space in
continued on page 19
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Remember to...

people who can let go and try new
activities, methods and techniques.
continued from pg. 14
When you find people who appreciate amusement, enjoyment and laughter, stay connected with them
and look for more people to add to your “fun network.” Solitude and
isolation are sure ways to suppress and stifle your sense of fun, so
make sure you broaden your scope of experience socially, and in real
time, not in a digital sense. Yes, social media can be fun, interesting
and helpful, but there’s no substitute for real, live socializing. And the
people in your network will support and energize your practice of
having fun.
Celebrate Laughter. When was the last time you laughed so
hard you cried? When was the last time you laughed so hard your
sides hurt? Kick-start your laughter engine—visit a comedy club,
watch a funny movie or TV show or
continued on page 33
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Supreme Court upheld the law to
dissolve the redevelopment agencontinued from pg. 1
cies, but some had held out pending
the final decision, said state Finance Department spokesman H.D.
Palmer.
While the issue was ongoing, property tax revenues that were
intended to go local agencies such as schools and special districts
instead went to the redevelopment agencies, Palmer said. Legislation
in July, Assembly Bill 1484, featured a “catch up” provision that
forced the successor agencies to pay back revenues that would go
proportionally to schools, counties, cities and special districts,
Palmer said. “The payment mechanism for property tax that should
have been made to the districts would have gone to redevelopment
agencies to cover the January-through-June period this year,” Palmer
said.
On July 13, state Sen. Bob Huff, R-Walnut, issued a news release
about the bill describing the Democratic majority-backed legislation
as “unacceptable.” “His position is unchanged,” said Huff spokesman
William Bird. “He thinks the state government is literally balancing
its budget on the backs of local government and that’s wrong.”
A due bill was sent to the agencies on July 9 and payments were
due on July 12, said La Verne City Manager Bob Russi. Some city
officials said they were caught off guard by how quickly the redevelopment payment was wanted. “From the standpoint of advance
notice we were surprised,” said Robb Steel, who ran the Rialto
Redevelopment Agency and is now assistant to the city administrator
and development services director. Steel said Rialto had to pay more
than $3 million.
The former redevelopment agency has a “fair” amount of cash
left but Steel said he expects the state to audit the cash and the city to
be “squeezed dry” by next spring after remitting funds to the state for
redistribution. Redlands spokesman Carl Baker said he was surprised
by the lack of time to prepare for his city’s more than $2.6 million
payment.
“It absolutely came as a surprise to us. It was virtually a lastminute payment,” Baker said. “We had to make provisions to borrow
from our utility fund to make the payment. And we filed the payment
under protest.” Baker said most of the payment was made using redevelopment fund money except for $65,000 that came from the utility
fund. “After that, we had a bond due, a $3.1 million bill,” Baker said.
“Because this cleaned out our RDA, we had to borrow to make our
scheduled bond payment.” In San Bernardino, economic development chief Emil Marzullo was laid off after the city's attempt to move
its redevelopment agency money to a nonprofit was unsuccessful.
“You really don’t need the executive director if nothing is going
to be done,” Marzullo said in a past interview. The former agency’s
financial obligations are legally separate from the city’s and will not
be a part of San Bernardino’s bankruptcy filing, said City Attorney
James F. Penman in a previous interview.
La Verne paid more than $295,000 under protest but city officials
said they were initially told they owed $1.9 million.
“We had made $1.6 million in payments,” Russi said. “We told
them we made those payments. They still don’t have all the information to show that. In the meantime, they said, you do not have to pay
that portion but pay $300,000.” Russi said La Verne, like Redlands,
made the payment under protest “and (we) don’t feel based on the
original law (that) we needed to pay it.” La Verne officials paid the
fee because the other option was being forced to pay 10 percent in
penalties, Russi said.
Money used to pay the fee came out of a reserve fund of redevelopment money, not the general fund, Russi said. “We were fortunate,” Russi said. Claremont paid more than $949,000 but unlike
other cities contacted, officials there
continued on page 39
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip

continued on page. 29

Listed Alphabetically

continued from page. 13
Mgmt. Co. or Owner
Type of Course
Membership Fees

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
# Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
Course Designer
Reservation Phone

Top Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Cox/West Properties
Public
$39.95

$38
$55

6,140
60,000

1965
Harold Heers
(909) 360-2090

Jerremy Clevenger
General Manager
(951) 360-2090/685-0990
www.indianhillsgolf.com

20.

Indian Hills Golf Club
5700 Clubhouse Dr.
Riverside, CA 92509

21.

Indian Palms Country Club
48-630 Monroe St.
Indio, CA 92201

Dave Weimert
Resort
$3,775

$25-80
$45-70

6,400
40,000+

1948
Cochran/Detweiler
(760) 347-2326

Reggie Cox
General Manager
(760) 775-4444/775-4445
reggie@indiopalms.com

22.

Indian Springs Golf & Country Club
79940 Westard Ho
Indio, CA 92201

Neil Finch
Semi-Private
N/A

$40-99
$45-99

6,713 (Gold Tees)
30,000

2000
Dave Ginkel
(760) 200-8988

Neil Finch
PGA, GM, Dir. of Golf
(760) 200-8988/200-2434
neil@indianspringsgc.com

23.

Indian Wells Golf Resort
44-500 Indian Wells Ln.
Indian Wells, CA 92210

Trone Golf
Public

$65-$195
$70-195

7,050
7,375
88,000

2006
John Fought
(760) 346-4653

Richard Carter
General Manager
(760) 346-4653/340-1035
rcarter@iwgr.com

24.

Indio Golf Course
83-040 Ave. 42
Indio, CA 92201

City of Indio
Public
N/A

$15-$20
$15-$20
$14/Cart

3,004
50,000

1964
Larry Hughes
(760) 347-9156

Jim Curtis
General Manager
(760) 347-9156/347-5282
jcurtis@indio.org

25.

Jurupa Hills Country Club
6161 Moraga Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509

Karen Vlah
Public
N/A

$28-46
$34-46
(w/cart)

6,020
na

1960
Billy Bell
(909) 685-7214

Karen Vlahos
GM
(951) 685-7214/685-4752
www.jurupahillscountryclub.net

26.

La Quinta Dunes Course
49-499 Avenida Vista Bonita
La Quinta, CA 92253

Morgan Stanley
Resort
Yes

$59-159
$70-159

6,750
30,000

1985
Pete Dye
(800) 742-9378

Bill Shaw
General Manager
(760) 564-7686/771-5735
www.laquintaresort.com

La Quinta Mountain Course
49-499 Avenida Vista Bonita
La Quinta, CA 92253

Hilton Corporation
Public/Private
Yes

$79-179

27.

6,750
40,000

1985
Pete Dye
(800) 742-9378

Bill Shaw
Director of Golf
(760) 564-7686/771-5735
www.laquintaresort.com

28.

Marriott’s Rancho Las Palmas
42000 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

KSL Resorts
Private/Resort
$6,500

$29-109
$50-129

6,089
45,000

1977
Ted Robinson
(760) 862-4551

Brenton Rice
Head Golf Pro PGA
(760) 862-4551/862-4582
brice@rancholaspalmas.com

29.

Marshall Canyon Golf Club
6100 N. Stephens Ranch Rd.
La Verne, CA 91750

James Duffin II
Public
N/A

$23
$31
(cart not included)

6,100
80,000

1966
Adams, Latham, Kripp & Wright
(909) 593-8211

Kenny Murray
PGA Professional
(909) 593-8211/593-3050
www.marshallcanyon.com

Mesquite Golf & Country Club
James & Janet Yoo
2700 E. Mesquite Ave.
Resort
Palm Springs, CA 92264
$2,500 Single/$4,500 Fam. (2)

$59-99

6,328
N/A
(Seasonal)

1985

30.

Tom Doyle
General Manager
(760) 323-9377/323-7108
www.mesquitegolf.com

31.

Westin Mission Hills North - G. Player Crse.Troon Golf
70-705 Ramon Rd.
Public
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
N/A

$85-145
$160

7,062
40,000+

1991
Gary Player
(760) 770-2908

Jon Vesper
Director of Golf
(760) 770-2908/321-5927
www.westinmissionhillsgolf.com

32.

Mission Lakes Country Club
8484 Clubhouse Blvd.
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

Equity Owned by Members
Semi-Private
Must Be Property Owner

$55
$75

6,737
40,000

1971
Ted Robinson
(760) 329-8061

Robert Duncan
Head Golf Professional
(760) 329-8061/329-9286
www.missionlakescountryclub.com

33.

Moreno Valley Ranch Golf Club
28095 John F. Kennedy Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555

Total Companies
Public
N/A

$35
$60

6,898
50,000

1988
Pete Dye
(909) 924-4444

Jeff Johnson
General Manager/PGA
(951) 924-4444/247-7191
johnsonpga@aol.com

34.

Mountain Meadows Golf Course
1875 Fairplex Dr.
Pomona, CA 91768

American Golf Corp.
Public
N/A

$37.50
$45.50

6,440
100,000

na
Ted Robinson
(909) 623-3704

Chad Hackman
General Manager/PGA
(909) 623-3704/469-1179
www.americangolfcorp.com

Mountain Vista Golf Course
At Sun City Palm Desert
38180 Del Webb Blvd.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

Sun City Palm Desert
Semi-Private
N/A

$30-$89
(Seasonal)
(Twilight Available)

6,700
65,000

1992
Billy Casper & Greg Nash
(760) 200-2200

$30-50

6,189
38,000

1960
Harry Rainville
(760) 326-3931

J.C. Bacon
Head PGA Professional
(760) 326-3931/326-6606
ndlsgolf@citlink.net

$19.50
$25

4,010
50,000

1970
Del Webb
(951) 679-5111

Jim Spooner
General Manager
(951) 679-5111/679-9902
www.northgolfcourse.net

35.

36.

Rivers Edge Golf Course
144 Marina Dr.
Needles, CA 92363

37.

North Golf Course
26660 McCall Blvd.
Sun City, CA 92586

City Municipal
N/A
Members
Public
Yes

(760) 323-9377

John McLaughlin
Heal Golf Pro PGA
(760) 200-2200/200-2230
john.mclaughlin@scpdca.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Jon Siu. Copyright 2012 by IEBJ.
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Pitzer College...

Education Funding
5,990,352: 2012-13 Average Daily Attendance estimate of students attending K-12 schools.
$7,955: Prop 98 K-12 Per-Pupil spending.
$11,398: Total K-12 Per-pupil spending. This includes federal
funds, debt
service,
STRS payments, other
local payments.
$ 2 . 9
Billion: The
amount the
Gov’s tax
This graph shows education expenditures per initiative increasstudent for each state. As we can see, California es Prop 98 spendis the middle of the pack for per pupil spending, ing (out of the
billion),
but we spend the most on education out of all 50 $8.5
including
comstates. Graph courtesy California Common Sense.
munity colleges.
1st - California is ranked first in education spending.
71% - California’s graduation rate.
38th - California’s rank based on the number of graduating students.

National Night Out Events
Ripple Across Region
This article is written by Jim Steinberg and printed in the San
Bernardino Sun.
They
came
to
have fun,
meet their
neighbors
and
get
information.
Cities
across the
r e g i o n
joined the
29th annual National
Night Out
Celebration, which is designed to heighten crime and drug-prevention awareness and generate support for—and participation in—local
anti-crime programs.
“This is all about good neighbors, and good neighbors watch out
for each other,” San Bernardino Mayor Pat Morris told several hundred people gathered in the 100-plus-degree heat Tuesday afternoon
in Perris Hill Park.

to the social sciences. His son,
Kenneth S. Pitzer, who was a
continued from pg. 22
renowned chemist at UC Berkeley
and the president of Rice University and Stanford University, was
elected to the Pitzer Board of Trustees in 1966. Kenneth and his
wife, Jean Mosher Pitzer, created the Flora Sanborn Pitzer
Professorship and Scholarship and also supported the development
of a computer classroom. Their generous bequest endowed the
Kenneth S. Pitzer and the Jean M. Pitzer Professorships and the
Kenneth and Jean Pitzer Memorial Scholarship. Ann established
the Ann E. Pitzer Scholarship. Russell M. funded the college’s initial computer network connection that allowed for the first emails
to be sent from campus.

Enter Assemblyman Mike Morrell’s
Constitution Day Essay Contest
I would like to invite all local middle school and
high school students to participate in our Constitution
Day essay contest! Constitution Day is on Sept. 17th.
This contest is to remind us what our Constitution
means for each of us.
Visit www.asm.ca.gov/morrell for more information.

Parks Buyouts, Special Funds
“Hoarding” Raises Questions About
State Spending Practices
California taxpayers have been deeply troubled by the recent
scandals that have rocked the Department of Parks and Recreation.
The allegations of inappropriate vacation buyouts awarded to 56 staff
members and the hoarding of $54 million in special funds at a time
when 70 parks were slated for closure have undermined the public’s
confidence in their state government.
Among the findings of this week’s “California Budget Fact
Check” are:
• The Parks Department vacation buyout scandal has taxpayers, lawmakers and the news media asking whether there is inappropriate spending going on in other state agencies and departments.

The American Conservative Union
I was honored to receive the Defender of Liberty award from the
American Conservative Union.
This award recognizes commitment to America’s core principles,
a commitment to our
nation’s Constitution,
and reflects a perfect
score of 100% on the
Inaugural ACU rating
of
the
California
Legislature.
This renews a focus
on protecting our liberties and freedoms from
those who do not hold
them
sacred. Please
Assemblyman Mike Morrell receives
recognition as a Defender of Liberty from join me in continuing to
defend our liberties!
the American Conservative Union.
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close proximity to its existing
405,000-square-foot distribution
center in San Bernardino, notes

continued from pg. 15
Gutierrez.
“The property is a Class A warehouse within a master-planned
business park, which is especially attractive to tenants in the current market,” explains Gutierrez. “Leasing activity is on the rise
in the Inland Empire, and the supply of large, Class A product continues to tighten. Our team is constantly tracking the market, and
we were able to leverage the increasing momentum in order to successfully identify a tenant and fully stabilize the building within
three months.”
This property is located at 1455 Research Drive in Redlands.
RECENT SIGNINGS ACCOUNT FOR MAJORITY OF
SPACE AT 112K-SQUARE-FEET INLAND EMPIRE
COMPLEX
Two recent lease signings totaling 68.3k square feet at Cobalt
Business Center in Ontario will take the majority of the space at
the 111.9k-square-foot industrial complex off the market. The twobuilding complex, owned by Cobalt Industrial REIT III, is located
at 4051 Santa Ana Street and 710 Dupont Avenue, west of Milliken
Avenue and south of Airport Drive.

In one of the deals, Sempermed USA Inc agreed to a new lease
for 37.5k square feet of space at 710 S. Dupont. Sempermed’s
leadership was drawn to the project because of its central location
and ESFR sprinkler system. Sempermed USA was represented by
Barret Woods from Lee & Associates.
In the other transaction, Googol Engine Tec, Co LTD took
30.8k square feet of space at 4051 Santa Ana. The company chose
the project because of its location in the foreign trade zone. Googol
Engine Tech was represented by Nancy Chen from Home Times
Group.
Cobalt Business Center offers immediate access to the San
Bernardino (I-10) Ontario (I-15) and Pomona (CA-60) Freeways.
Each unit at the complex features 26’ minimum ceiling clearance
height at first column line, dock high and ground level loading and
a large truck court area.
Ruben Goodsell, Jeff Bellitti and Mike McCrary of Jones Lang
LaSalle are the marketing agents for Cobalt Business Center and
negotiated the landlord side of these recent transactions. The property currently has immediate availability for users ranging from
12.8k square feet to 30.8k square fee.
DCT INDUSTRIAL TRUST INC.® ANNOUNCES THE
continued on page 23
PRE-LEASE OF ITS 652,000

Inland Empire’s Largest Hotels
Ranked by Number of Rooms

continued from page. 11
Hotel
Address
City, State, Zip

# of Rooms
# of Suites

Total Meeting
Sq. Ft.
Largest Group

Max. Sq. Ft.
Exhibit Area

Rate Range
* May be
Seasonal

Amenities

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone & Fax
E-Mail Address

Four Points by Sheraton
11960 Foothill Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739

115
3

1,300

1,300

$89-295

37.

B,CR,F,FP,GS,H,P,
R,RS,X

Best Western Heritage Inn
8179 Spruce Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

107
8

2,300
175

1,300

$94-159

38.

B,FP,N,P,CB,
CR,F,H,I,

Ayres Inn
2260 GriffinWay
Corona, CA 92879

101
0

750
30

N/A

$99

39.

Full Buffet Breakfast,
Evening Refreshments,
Comp. Guest Laundry,
Exercise Room

Scott Smith
General Manager
(951) 734-2140/734-4056
www.ayreshotels.com

Holiday Inn Express & Suites
9589 Milliken Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

93
40

737

N/A

$99-250

40.

B,CB,C,F,FP,GS,H,I,L,N,P
S,SD,W,X

Keesha Jones
General Manager
(909) 581-3846/581-3949
kjones.hie1@verizon.net

Ontario Grand Inn & Suites
3333 Shelby St.
Ontario, CA 91764

92
34

440

N/A

$99-159

B,FP,F,L,Cafe,Pool,X

41.

Hampton Inn & Suites
4500 East Mills Cir.
Ontario, CA 91764

91
30

N/A

$119-180

B,CB,F,P,I,L,X

42.

Econo Lodge
1655 E. 4th St.
Ontario, CA 91764

80
0

483

N/A

$64-199

CB,CR,FP,H,N,P,X

43.

Country Inn & Suites
4674 E. Ontario Mills Parkway
Ontario, CA 91764

79
38

2,100
115

2,100

$89-199

44.

B,CB,CR,F,FP,OC,P,
RS,X,Laundry

Karen Pedersen
General Manager
(909) 204-5365/204-5366
www.countryinns.com

Best Western Big Bear Chateau
42200 Moonridge Rd.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315

77
4

3,464
355

3,369

$99-450

45.

CR,F,FP,G,I,L,N,
P,R,H

Sean Oh
General Manager
(909) 866-6666/866-8988
www.bestwestern.com

648

Scott Gladney
General Manager
(909) 204-6100/204-6111
www.fourpoints.com/ranchocucamonga
Jenny Liu
General Manager
(909) 466-1111/466-3876
rancho@greatwesternhotels.com

Michael Bernhardson
General Manager
(909) 948-7000/948-7008
damons@hotelontarioca.com
Hillary Anderson
General Manager
(909) 980-9888/980-0063
www.hilton.com
Bob Solanki
General Manager
(909) 986-8898/986-1377
gm.ca443@choicehotels.com

B=Business Service, C=Concierge, CB=Complimentary Continental Breakfast, CH=Complimentary Cocktail Hour, CR=Corporate Rates, F=Fitness Facility, FP=Free Parking, G=Golf Course, GS=Gift Shop, H=Handicapped Rooms, I=In-Room Movies, L=Lounge,N=NonSmoking Rooms, OC=Outside Catering, P=Pool, R=Restaurant, RS=Room Service, S=Spa, SA=Sauna, SD=Senior Discounts, SR=Steam Room, ST=Satellite Television, T=Tennis, W=Weekend Packages, X=Transfers from Nearest Airport
N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Copyright
2012 by IEBJ.
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Banks in the Inland Empire
continued on page. 25

Ranked by Total Assets, 1st Quarter Data 2012
Bank Name
Address (Headquarters)
City, State, Zip

Tangible Assets $
% Change

% Tangible Capital
( R.O.A.E.)

% Tangible Capital
Ratio

% Risk Based
Capital Ratio

Income $

Top Executive/Title
Address (I.E.) if different
City, State, Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

JPMorgan Chase & Co.
270 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10017

2,320,330,000,000
9.63%

12.08%

6.10%

15.64%

5,383,000,000

1.

James Dimon/CEO
8108 Milliken Ave,
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 944-2085 /270-1648
www.jpmorganchase.com

Bank of America California
100 N. Tryon St.
Charlotte, NC 28255

2,180,055,682,000
8.14%

1.12%

7.36%

17.49%

653,298,000

2.

Brian T. Moynihan/CEO
11570 4th St.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 980-0287
www.bankofamerica.com

Citibank
399 Park Ave.
New York, NY 10043

1,944,423,000,000
15.06%

6.42%

7.82%

17.64%

2,931,000,000

3.

Vikram Shankar Pandit/CEO
10590 Baseline Rd
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(800) 274-6660/(909) 948-7618
www.citibank.com

Wells Fargo & Company
420 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

1,333,799,000,000
6.07%

11.82%

8.60%

15.13%

4,248,000,000

4.

John G. Stumpf/CEO
5120 Moreno St.
Montclair, CA 91763-1523
(888) 249-3302/(415)396-6829
john.g.stumpf.@wellsfargo.com

U.S. Bank
425 Walnut St.
Cincinnati, OH 45202

330,227,426,000
-0.29%

15.55%

7.24%

12.62%

1,297,058,000

5.

Richard K. Davis/CEO
2280 S. Grove Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 947-8586/930-1375
www.usbank.com

Union Bank, N.A.
400 California St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

91,575,684,000
11.73%

6.25%

8.91%

14.21%

165,552,000

6.

Masashi Oka/CEO
3998 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 944-3343/(415) 765-3507
masaaki.tanaka@unionbank.com

Bank of the West
180 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, CA 94104

62,434,865,000
-0.42%

4.55%

12.12%

16.03%

128,113,000

7.

J. Michael Shepherd/CEO
8311 Haven Ave., Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 941-2223/765-4858
www.bankofthewest.com

City National Bank
555 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles, CA 90071

23,681,770,000
6.49%

8.30%

8.43%

14.44%

47,366,000

8.

Russell D. Goldsmith/CEO
3633 Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764
(909) 481-2470/481-2472
www.cnb.com

East West Bank
135 N. Los Robles Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91101

21,743,433,000
-3.99%

11.75%

8.76%

15.63%

69,068,000

9.

Dominic Ng/CEO
3237 E. Guasti Rd., Ste. 110
Ontario, CA 91764
(626) 768-6000/817-8880
dng@eastwestbank.com

First-Citizens Bank & Trust
239 Fayetteville St.
Raleigh, NC 27501

20,803,423,000
4.50%

7.88%

9.23%

16.86%

38,769,000

10.

Frank Brown Holding Jr./CEO
3595 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 2100
(909) 483-2470/919-7769
www.firstcitizens.com

FirstBank
12345 W. Colfax Ave.
Lakewood, CO 80215

12,092,584,000
16.04%

16.31%

7.92%

18.66%

39,665,000

11.

John A. Lkard/President & CEO
39575 Washington St., Ste. 101
Palm Desert, CA 92211
(760) 772-2200/836-3576
www.efirstbank.com

Rabobank, N.A.
3800 Concours, Ste. 350
Ontario, CA 91764

11,646,000,000
-3.37%

4.56%

11.63%

15.81%

25,000,000

12.

Ronald Blok
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 758-4758
www.rabobankamerica.com

California Bank & Trust
11622 El Camino Real
San Diego, CA 92130

10,933,126,000
1.43%

7.72%

10.96%

15.21%

29,656,000

13.

David E. Blackford/CEO
2009 W. Foothill Blvd.
Upland, CA 91786
(909) 920-6664/595-4504
www.calbanktrust.com

Citizens Business Bank
701 N. Haven Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764

6,495,127,000
1.22%

11.36%

11.90%

19.24%

23,197,000

14.

Christopher D. Myers
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 980-1080/481-2135
www.cbbank.com

Mutual of Omaha Bank
3333 Famam St.
Omaha, NE 68131

5,867,122,000
22.61%

6.53%

7.79%

11.00%

10,363,000

15.

Michael J. Homa/President
11930 Foothill Blvd.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
(909) 919-7220/477-3217
www.mutualofomahabank.com

Pacific Western Bank
401 W. A St.
San Diego, CA 92101

5,430,696,000
-5.98%

3.71%

10.28%

15.87%

5,817,000

16.

Matthew P. Wagner/CEO
2401 South Grove Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761
(909) 947-1126/947-9436
www.pacificwesternbank.com

Community Bank
790 E. Colorado Blvd.
Pasadena, CA 91101

2,667,373,000
10.16%

8.77%

10.06%

13.60%

5,878,000

17.

David P. Malone
President & CEO
(626) 568-2265/568-2299
www.cbank.com

Wilshire State Bank
3200 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1400
Los Angeles, CA 90010

2,659,816,000
-4.69%

19.41%

12.15%

18.58%

17,140,000

18.

Jae Whan Yoo/President & CEO
8045 Archibald Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
(909) 919-7755/919-7760
www.wilshirebank.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Michael R. Natzic with Crowell, Weedon & Co. / SNL Securities. Copyright 2012 by IEBJ.
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Temecula Chamber Hosts Women in Business Event
“It’s About the Journey, Not the Destination”
Join the Temecula Valley
Chamber of Commerce on
Wednesday, Sept. 12, for the
Women
in
Business
Conference. This year’s event
will be held at South Coast
Winery Resort & Spa located at
34843 Rancho California

Road. The cost to attend is $35

per person.

The author Greg Anderson
once said, “Focus on the journey, not the destination. Joy is
found not in finishing an activity but in doing it.” This year’s
Women Business Conference
focuses on women’s stories and
their unique “journey” that has
led them to become the incredible people they are today.
This event provides a venue
for building connections, to
inspire and empower women in
business and in life.
Join us as we present five
strong, successful local business women who will share
their stories of struggles and
triumphs along their journeys.
At this event you can expect to
network with local business
women, gain a new perspective, and get motivated—
because we can all learn from
each other’s experiences and
find encouragement from one
another.
Speakers include: Alyson
Drago, Rotary Club of
Temecula; Malinda Margiotta,
ABC
Childcare;
Charity
Prestifilippo, Charity for
Charity;
Blanca
Price,
Landscare Architect; and Trish
Shea, Inspire Kidz Charity
Event.
For more information
please call (951) 676-5090 or
e-mail jennifer@temecula.org.

Subscribe to the

INLAND
EMPIRE
BUSINESS
JOURNAL
Call
(909) 605-8800
or visit
www.busjournal.com
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Pitzer College Receives $500,000 Gift
Pitzer College received a
$500,000 gift from the Pitzer
Family Foundation to establish
the Pitzer Archive and
Conference Center. The new
archival and conference space
is a leading attraction of Phase
II of the college’s Residential
Life Project. Opening in the
fall, Phase II brings online four

mixed-use

residence

halls

designed to achieve platinum

LEED certification, the highest
possible rating from the US
Green Building Council.
The Pitzer Archive and
Conference Center will be a
living showcase for the college’s dynamic history, which
dates back to 1963 when philanthropist and citrus rancher
Russell K. Pitzer founded the
college.
The archive and conference
center will display photos, documents and records that reflect
the college’s origins and milestones. In addition, the space
will be equipped with a stateof-the-art, audiovisual system
to record oral histories and will
also serve as a multimedia conference room.
“Pitzer College’s history of
vision, innovation and personal
transformation is a compelling
story,” notes Laura Skandera
Trombley, fifth president of
Pitzer College. “I am so
pleased to be able to share our
evolving history in this attractive and functional new facility
made possible by the founding
authors of Pitzer College’s narrative.”
The Pitzer family laid the
cornerstone of the college
almost half a century ago.
Pitzer Family Foundation
trustees Ann E. Pitzer, Russell
M. Pitzer and John S. Pitzer
said they “look forward to the
celebration of the first 50 years
of the college and the anticipation of the next 50 years of
achievement.”
Ann, Russell and John
Pitzer are the grandchildren of
founder Russell K. Pitzer.
Russell M. Pitzer joined the
college’s board of trustees in
1988 and is one of the board’s
longest serving members. Ann
Pitzer became a board member
in 2006.
This gift continues the
legacy of the Pitzer family’s
pivotal support of the college
that stretches from its very
beginnings when Russell K.
Pitzer established a sixth
Claremont College dedicated
continued on page 18
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SQUARE FOOT SLOVER
LOGISTICS
CENTER
DEVELOPMENT IN THE
INLAND EMPIRE WEST
DCT Industrial Trust Inc.®,
a leading industrial real estate
company, today announced the
signing of a long-term lease for
its development project, Slover

Logistics Center, located in the
Inland Empire West in
Southern California. The
652,000 square foot lease is
with Distribution Alternatives,
Inc., a leading third-party
logistics provider.
“The successful pre-lease
of this development project,
prior to construction, is a testament to our market team’s ability to design a project that has

been so well-received by the
market,” said Jeff Phelan,
national president of development and managing director,
West Region, DCT Industrial.
“We were able to work closely
with the customer to meet its
needs and develop a modern,
Class A, cross dock building.”
DCT Industrial will commence
construction
of
Slover
Logistics Center in the fourth

quarter of 2012 and expects the
project to be complete in the
third quarter of 2013. DCT
Industrial was represented by
Michael Chavez of Lee &
Associates-Ontario and the
tenant was represented by Rob
Davidson of the Davidson
Companies-Minnesota.
LEE & ASSOCIATES
ONTARIO COMPLETES
INDUSTRIAL LEASE IN
FONTANA FOR $9 MILLION
Lee & Associates Ontario,
the Inland Empire office for
Lee & Associates, one of the
largest national commercial
real estate providers with
regional expertise, has completed a 10-year lease for
System Services of America,
Inc. (SSA) with Metropolitan
Life Insurance, located at
13204-13250
Philadelphia
Avenue in Fontana for $9.08
million.
The 198,985-square-foot
industrial lease represents
approximately 52 percent of
the building that was built in
2000 and offers 30’ clear
height, ESFR sprinkler system
and is situated in a highly
desirable area with close proximity to Interstates 10 & 15
and Highway 60. Other tenants in the area include
Anheuser-Busch, Nestle, and
Home Depot. In addition, the
tenant will be ground leasing
the adjacent 4.5 acres for future
trailer storage.
Michael Chavez of Lee &
Associates’ Ontario and John
Cerchiai of Lee & Associates’
Phoenix offices represented the
tenant, SSA, who is one of the
nation’s leading multi-unit distribution foodservice companies. SSA will be relocating
from Los Alamitos and is a part
of the Service Group of
America (SGA) Family of
Companies, a privately-held
corporation with industry-leading companies in foodservice,
real estate and other services.
STIRLING COMPLETES
TWO MORE LEASES IN
continued on page 38
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Banks in the Inland Empire
Ranked by Total Assets, 1st Quarter Data 2012

continued from page. 20
Bank Name
Address (Headquarters)
City, State, Zip

Tangible Assets $
% Change

% Tangible Capital
( R.O.A.E.)

% Tangible Capital
Ratio

% Risk Based
Capital Ratio

Income $

Top Executive/Title
Address (I.E.) if different
City, State, Zip
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

Manufacturers Bank
515 S. Figueroa St.
Los Angeles, CA 90071

1,975,019,000
-1.60%

2.10%

14.05%

19.60%

1,454,000

19.

Mitsugu Serizawa
Chairman & CEO
(213) 489-6200/489-6767
cconte@manubank.com

Pacific Mercantile Bank
3257 East Guasti Rd., Ste. 110
Ontario, CA 91764

1,036,526,000
5.07%

5.77%

10.07%

13.20%

1,498,000

20.

Raymond E. Dellerba
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 937-7260/390-6404
www.pmbank.com

Bank of Hemet
3715 Sunnyside Dr.
Riverside, CA 92506

453,265,000
12.28%

23.84%

11.63%

14.91%

3,112,000

21.

Kevin R. Farrenkopf
Chief Executive Officer
(951) 248-2000/784-5791
kfarrenkopf@bankofhemet.com

American Security Bank
1401 Dove St.
Newport Beach, CA 92660

448,462,000
23.11%

3.91%

9.37%

15.21%

518,000

22.

Dana R. Johnson/CEO
2163 Compton Ave.
Corona, CA 92881
(951) 739-7171/(949) 263-1290
www.amsecbank.com

Security Bank of California
3403 Tenth St., Ste. 100
Riverside, CA 92501

446,677,000
33.64%

-6.09%

10.89%

15.49%

758,000

23.

James A. Robinson
Chief Executive Officer
(951) 368-2265/368-2271
ccanale@securitybankca.com

CommerceWest Bank, N.A.
2111 Business Center Dr.
Irvine, CA 92612

311,388,000
19.51%

5.08%

13.63%

22.60%

583,000

24.

Ivo A. Tjan
Chairman, President & CEO
(949) 251-6959/251-6958
www.cwbk.com

Community Commerce Bank
390 W. Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711

299,168,000
-17.46%

4.24%

13.40%

15.16%

423,000

25.

William M. Lasher
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 625-7891/265-0342
www.ccombank.com

Commerce National Bank
4040 MacArthur Blvd., Ste.100
Newport Beach, CA 92660

235,677,000
-1.36%

3.34%

12.10%

18.56%

237,000

26.

Mark E. Simmons/President & CEO
279 E. Orangethorpe Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92832
(714) 451-8650/578-6727
msimmons@commercenatbank.com

Inland Community Bank, N.A.
3999 E. Inland Empire Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764

220,920,000
-4.10%

1.66%

12.45%

19.62%

115,000

27.

James S. Cooper
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 481-8706/481-9928
jcooper@icbbank.com

Pacific Premier
1711 E. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

210,859,000
-17.80%

-197.73%

1.49%

3.09%

10,008,000

28.

Steve Gardner
CEO
(760) 325-4442/325-1138
www.ppbi.com

First National Bank of California
3727 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

162,286,000
-12.75%

2.94%

12.29%

17.43%

145,000

29.

Jeffrey M. Watson
President & CEO
(951) 788-2265/788-9683
www.fnbnorcal.com

Desert Commercial Bank
44-801 Village Ct.
Palm Desert, CA 92260

146,996,000
17.29%

-11.52%

9.64%

13.88%

414,000

30.

Tony J. Swartz
Chief Executive Officer
(760) 340-7595/340-7599
www.desertbanking.com

First Mountain Bank
40865 Big Bear Blvd.
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315

139,144,000
-2.88%

-3.34%

10.27%

13.07%

120,000

31.

John G. Briner
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 866-5861/866-9247
www.firstmountainbank.com

Premier Service Bank
3637 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, CA 92506

138,983,000
-6.44%

-7.18%

7.55%

11.09%

190,000

32.

Karry L. Pendergast
Chief Executive Officer
(951) 274-2400/274-2410
kpendergast@premierservicebank.com

Mission Oaks National Bank
41530 Enterprise Cir.
Temecula, CA 92590

132,681,000
-14.44%

-52.03%

8.38%

12.97%

1,546,000

33.

Gary Deems
President & CEO
(951) 719-1200/719-1201
www.missionoaksbank.com

Palm Desert National Bank
73-745 El Paso
Palm Desert, CA 92260

125,754,000
-1.54%

-266.93%

1.64%

3.61%

4,430,000

34.

Richard D. Schneider
Chief Executive Officer
(760) 340-1145/340-1387
kmcguire@pdnb.com

Chino Commercial Bank, N.A.
1551 S. Grove Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761

111,266,000
6.06%

9.01%

9.73%

17.13%

241,000

35.

Dann H. Bowman
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 230-7600/230-5595
dannhbowman@chinocommercialbank.com

Golden State Bank
1080 W. Foothill Blvd.
Upland, CA 91786

104,437,000
-2.04%

-28.77%

5.90%

8.80%

462,000

36.

Thomas Byington
Chief Executive Officer
(909) 981-8000/579-6369
www.goldenstatebusinessbank.com.com

Commerce Bank of Temecula Valley 48,385,000
25220 Hancock Ave.
20.94%
Murrieta, CA 92562

1.64%

19.23%

25.21%

38,000

37.

Donald W. Murray
President & CEO
(951) 973-7400/973-7401
bdemmin@commercebanktv.com

BBVA Bancorner USA
815 W. Holt Blvd.
San Bernardino, CA 91762

na

na

na

4,145,000

38.

na
na

Eugene H. Wood
President & CEO
(909) 460-0129/460-0679
www.bbvabancomerusa.com

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Michael R. Natzic with Crowell, Weedon & Co. / SNL Securities. Copyright 2012 by IEBJ.
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It’s Not MY...

small. But in the course of your
work day, they all matter. Challenge
continued from pg. 12
your employees to think about the
big picture consequences of their choices. Ask them, ‘How will this
decision affect your overall goals?’ or, ‘What’s your intended outcome?’ And most importantly, ‘What will you do if things don’t go
as expected?’
“Of course, you can’t ask these questions every day to every
employee,” he concedes. “But you can put the information out there
and reiterate it from time to time. For example, you might send out
an email to your organization that reads, ‘Ask yourself, What’s the
most important choice I’ll make at work today? What do I hope to
achieve?’ In time, you will hardwire this type of careful consideration
into your company’s culture.”
Set crystal clear goals with deadlines. Have you ever left a
meeting thinking your team had made lots of progress, only to find
out later that none of the great ideas came to fruition? As deadlines
were missed and mistakes were made, everyone conveniently blamed
someone else, claiming they didn’t know they were responsible for
those tasks. Well, if you didn’t spell out a who-does-what list, maybe
they really didn’t know—but just as blame-game-inducing is the anxiety that comes from uncertainty.
“People like clarity,” says Staver. “Knowing what’s expected of
you is the best remedy for fear. That’s why it’s critical to make sure
everyone at your organization, including you, has specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and timed goals. If someone’s goal isn’t
reached, they can blame only themselves. If it is reached, they can
reap the rewards.
“Encourage employees to write down their goals, and at the end
of each meeting or discussion, have them repeat their individual
goals back to you,” he suggests. “You do the same for them. Don’t
leave anything ambiguous. You’ll be amazed at what a difference this
makes.”
Get people thinking in terms of solutions, not problems.
Cliché as it may sound, a can-do attitude is the remedy for blame
addiction and the cornerstone of a culture of responsibility. There’s
nothing wrong with telling your followers: “From now on, I want to
hear fewer reasons why we can’t and more suggestions for how we
can.” Those messages to the group will make your conversations with
individuals easier because they will already know your expectations.
“Ask them, ‘If can’t wasn’t an option, what would you do?’” suggests Staver. “If you can’t blame Bob for not shipping the flier, what
can you do? If ‘I was too busy to meet the deadline’ isn’t a valid
excuse, what’s the solution?
“The challenge as a leader is getting your followers to meet the
challenges they face with the right attitude,” he adds. “These questions get them focused on solutions. And when everyone brings a
solutions-oriented attitude to the table, the entire culture improves
and everyone is driven by results.”
Dissect outcomes in a “no excuses” moratorium. Choices and
attitudes/mindsets are all well and good, but let’s face it—you are in
the results business. At the end of the day, you either have the outcome you hoped for…or you have a pile of useless excuses. To help
your direct reports take more responsibility, examine the results of all
projects and initiatives together. Trace how your people’s choices and
attitudes impacted the final outcome, and don’t let them (or yourself!)
off the hook.
“The purest kind of responsibility-based conversation includes
clear expectations followed by excuseless discussion of results,”
asserts Staver. “The courageous elements of your leadership will
manifest most fully in the questions that you ask regarding performance. Your questions are critical to building a high-performance culture.”
continued on page 32
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Unemployed...
continued from pg. 1

unemployment insurance claims
rose by 13,500, according to the
state Employment Development

Department.
We know little about these missing, discouraged and the marginally attached (also known as the “long-term unemployed” or those
who have “dropped out of the labor force”).
We know even less about what they’re doing with their lives at
the moment. Taken early retirement? Gone on disability? Gone back
to school? Started an online business? Joined the gray economy? Not
doing much of anything at all, with all the negative psychological
baggage that carries?
“We don't follow them. We don't know what they’re doing,” said
Tian Luo, an economist at the San Francisco office of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the federal agency that compiles state and national
unemployment numbers. “We do know they’re not looking for
work.”
We do know that the “discouraged”—those out of work for more
than six months and who have stopped trying to find a job—accounted for an astonishing 43 percent of the nation’s unemployed in
May—5.4 million people, according to government figures.
In California, those out of work for more than a year accounted
for 34.7 percent of the state’s unemployed in June, a total of 709,000
people. “Millions of workers have
continued on page 30
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Immigrants Prove Big Business for Prison Companies
By Garance Burke and Laura Wides-Munos, Associated Press
The U.S. is locking up
more illegal immigrants than
ever, generating lucrative profits for the nation’s largest
prison companies, and an
Associated Press review shows
the businesses have spent tens
of millions of dollars lobbying
lawmakers and contributing to
campaigns.
The cost to American taxpayers is on track to top $2 billion for this year, and the companies are expecting their
biggest cut of that yet in the
next few years thanks to government plans for new facilities to house the 400,000
immigrants detained annually.
After a decade of expansion, the sprawling, private
system runs detention centers
everywhere from a Denver
suburb to an industrial area
flanking Newark's airport, and
is largely controlled by just
three companies.
The growth is far from
over, despite the sheer drop in
illegal immigration in recent
years.
In 2011, nearly half the
beds in the nation’s civil
detention system were in private facilities with little federal oversight, up from just 10
percent a decade ago.
The companies also have
raked in cash from subsidiaries
that provide health care and
transportation. And they are
holding more immigrants convicted of federal crimes in
their privately-run prisons.
The financial boom, which
has helped save some of these
companies from the brink of
bankruptcy, has occurred even
though
federal
officials
acknowledge
privatization
isn't necessarily cheaper.
This seismic shift toward a
privatized system happened
quietly. While Congress’
unsuccessful efforts to overhaul immigration laws drew
headlines and sparked massive
demonstrations, lawmakers’
negotiations to boost detention

dollars received far less attention.
The industry’s giants—
Corrections Corporation of
America, The GEO Group, and
Management and Training
Corp. — have spent at least
$45 million combined on campaign donations and lobbyists
at the state and federal level in
the last decade, the AP found.
CCA and GEO, who manage most private detention
centers, insist they aren’t trying to influence immigration
policy to make more money,
and their lobbying and campaign donations have been
legal.
“As a matter of long-standing corporate policy, CCA
does not lobby on issues that
would determine the basis for
an individual's detention or
incarceration,”
CCA
spokesman Steve Owen said in
an email to the AP. The company has a website dedicated to
debunking such allegations.
GEO, which was part of
The Wackenhut Corp. security
firm
until
2003,
and
Management and Training
Corp. declined repeated interview requests.
Advocates for immigrants
are skeptical of claims that the
lobbying is not meant to influence policy.
“That’s a lot of money to
listen quietly,” said Peter
Cervantes-Gautschi, who has
helped lead a campaign to
encourage large banks and
mutual funds to divest from
the prison companies.
The detention centers are
located in cities and remote
areas alike, often in low-slung
buildings surrounded by chainlink fences and razor wire.
U.S.
Immigrations
and
Customs Enforcement agents
detain men, women and children suspected of violating
civil immigration laws at these
facilities. Most of those held at
the 250 sites nationwide are
illegal immigrants awaiting

deportation, but some green
card holders, asylum seekers
and others are also there.
The total average nightly
cost to taxpayers to detain an
illegal immigrant, including
health care and guards’
salaries, is about $166, ICE
confirmed only after the AP
calculated that figure and presented it to the agency.
That’s up from $80 in
2004. ICE said the $80 didn’t
include all of the same costs
but declined to provide details.
Pedro Guzman is among
those who have passed through
the private detention centers.
He was brought to the U.S. by
his Guatemalan mother at age
8. He was working and living
here legally under temporary
protected status but was
detained after missing an
appearance for an asylum
application his mother had
filed for him. Officials ordered
him deported.
Although he was married
to a U.S. citizen, ICE considered him a flight risk and
locked him up in 2009: first at
a private detention facility run
by CCA in Gainesville, Ga.,
and eventually at CCA's
Stewart Detention Center,
south of Atlanta. Guzman
spent 19 months in Stewart
until he was finally granted
legal permanent residency.
“It’s a millionaire’s business, and they are living off
profits from each one of the
people who go through there
every single night,” said
Guzman, now a cable installer
in Durham, N.C. “It’s our
money that we earn as taxpayers every day that goes to
finance this.”
The federal government
stepped up detentions of illegal immigrants in the 1990s, as
the number of people crossing
the border soared. In 1996,
Congress passed a law requiring many more illegal immigrants be locked up. But it
wasn’t until 2005—as the cor-

rections companies’ lobbying
efforts reached their zenith—
that ICE got a major boost.
Between 2005 and 2007, the
agency’s budget jumped from
$3.5 billion to $4.7 billion,
adding more than $5 million
for custody operations.
Dora Schriro, who in 2009
reviewed the nation’s detention system at the request of
Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano, said nearly
every aspect had been outsourced.
“ICE was always relying
on others for responsibilities
that are fundamentally those of
the government,” said Schriro,
now the New York City
Correction Commissioner. “If
you don’t have the competency
to know what is a fair price to
ask and negotiate the most
favorable rates for the best
service, then the likelihood
that you are going to overspend is greater.”
Private companies argue
they can save Americans
money by running the centers
more cheaply.
Pablo Paez, a spokesman
for Boca Raton, Fla.-based
GEO, said in an email his company supports public-private
partnerships which “have been
demonstrated to achieve significant cost savings for the
taxpayers.” He declined to
answer specific questions.
But
ICE
Executive
Associate
Director
for
Enforcement and Removal
Operations Gary Mead said the
government has never studied
whether privatizing immigrant
detention saves money.
“They are not our most
expensive, they are not our
cheapest” facilities, he said.
“At some point cost cannot be
the only factor.”
One fundamental difference between private detention
facilities and their publicly-run
counterparts is transparency.
The private ones don’t have to
continued on page 32
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION AND
AND EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
Jobs Expert: Standardized People Won’t Win America’s Future
Since former President
George W. Bush amped up
standardized testing throughout the nation in 2002 with the
No Child Left Behind Act,
critics say results have been
negative.
“The bottom line is that
there is no clear correlation
between standardized testing
and the knowledge and skills
kids will need to prosper in the
21st century world of work,”
says Peter Weddle, former
CEO of Job Bank USA, Inc.,
and author of “A Multitude of
Hope: A Novel About
Rediscovering the American
Dream” (www.AMultitudeofHope.com).
“It seems we’re more
interested in creating a
homogenized workforce than
a nation of individuals who
have learned what their talent
is and how to bring it to work
with them,” he says.
Consider these statistics:
• Annual state spending
on standardized tests has
increased by 160 percent—
from $423 million in 2002 to
$1.1 billion in 2008, according
to the Pew Center on the
States.
• Since 2002, the United
States dropped from 18th in
the world in math on the
Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) to
31st place in 2009, with a similar drop in science and no
change in reading.
• The NCLB Act has
drastically narrowed content,
according to a study by the
Center on Education Policy.
“This problem begins very
early on. We take kids in elementary school and give them
tests. Those who do well are
designated as ‘gifted and talented,’ which means that
everyone else is, by definition,
ungifted and untalented. And,
that’s just not true. In effect,

we’re devaluing all the capabilities that are not reflected in
a standardized test,” he says.
“Of course, we want to
take care of our academically
proficient kids, but we have to
find a way to do that without
signaling to every other child
that they were at the end of the
line when talent was handed
out.”
Too many Americans are
stuck in old ways of thinking,
from the classrooms of our
elementary schools and colleges to the workplace,”
Weddle says. “But we’re in a
new economy and the path to
the American Dream has
changed. That means our oldschool thinking must change
as well.”
He offers ways Americans
can get back in the game as
world leaders:
• We need to accept
that the economy has
changed: The first step to
change is acknowledging it’s
needed, Weddle says. “Our
employers are no longer competing with cheaper labor;
they’re up against smarter
labor worldwide,” he says. We
hold a trump card, however:
We have the most diverse pool
of talent on the globe, whereas
countries such as China and
India have, by choice, a
homogenous workforce.
• We must give career
education greater priority:
In China, every college student must, as a requirement of
graduation, take a yearlong
course that teaches them the
skills and knowledge to manage their own careers effectively. In the United States,
that instruction is missing
from college curricula. Yet,
53.6 percent of all college
graduates under the age of 25
are now either unemployed or
underemployed.
• We need to redefine
talent so we can use it: “Our

culture has taught us that talent is the province of exceptional people doing exceptional things,” he says. “We can
see the talent of Lady Gaga,
but not the talent of an
accounts payable clerk. And
that’s myopic. We are all
endowed with talent, but we
have to discover it, nurture it
and then bring it to work with
us.”
• We have to see ourselves as a ‘work in
progress’: “The world of
work is changing at warp
speed – new technology, shifts
in the global marketplace and
changes in consumer tastes,”
he says. “That’s why we need

to be committed to continuous
learning. Regardless of our
educational degree, years of
experience or level of seniority, we need to be acquiring
new skills and knowledge all
of the time.”
Peter Weddle, a former
recruiter and human resource
consultant, is the CEO of the
International Association of
Employment Web Sites, a
trade organization. Weddle is
the founder and former CEO
of Job Bank USA, Inc., one of
the largest electronic employment services companies in
the United States.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE CLEANING
SERVING THE INLAND EMPIRE,
ORANGE AND LA COUNTIES
We Scrub Floors. Stripping. Waxing. Buffing.
We’ll Clean Your Office Carpets. IT’S OUR THING!
Why Use Richmond’s Cleaning Services?
Affordable Cleaning Services
Let us clean your office for less with Richmond's Building Maintenance
Superior Cleaning Services
Expect a higher level of service

FREE ESTIMATES — CALL NOW!!! 951.314.8506
Richmond Cleaning Service is family owned and operated with years of
experience in cleaning both manufacturing facilities and the business
office industry. Our company strives to help you maintain a clean, safe
and healthy work environment.
We offer nightly, weekly, monthly or semi-regular cleaning schedules to fit
each clients needs and budget. We take pride in our work and treat your
office with care. Our Goal is to provide quality and efficient service to our
clients. Richmond Cleaning Services takes customer satisfaction seriously
to help build our reputation in the office cleaning industry. We strive to promote a clean and healthy image for your business that your employees
will love and your customers will appreciate.

10 PERCENT OFF THE FIRST MONTH OFFICE CLEANING
WE GIVE DISCOUNTS FOR REFERRALS!
Richmond Cleaning Service, LLC
Licensed • Bonded • Insured

info@richmondofficecleaning.com
w w w. r i c h m o n d o f f i c e c l e a n i n g . c o m
10% Discount at the time of service for new customers
A testimonial from one of our customers!
We have used the weekly janitorial services of Richmond Cleaning for the
past two years. Their personnel have always been efficient, reliable and
courteous. I have no hesitation in recommending their services.
Many Thanks, Melissa A.
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire
Listed Alphabetically

continued from page. 17
Course Name
Address
City, State, Zip

Mgmt. Co. or Owner
Type of Course
Membership Fees

Green Fees:
Weekdays
Weekends

Length of Course (Yds.)
# Rounds played Yearly

Year Built
Course Designer
Reservation Phone

Top Local Pro or Manager
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

38.

Oak Valley Golf Club
1888 Clubhouse Dr.
Beaumont, CA 92223

Oak Valley Mgmt., LLC
Public
N/A

$35-55
$45-75

7,003
4,000

1990
Landmark Signature Design
(909) 769-7200

Mike Pearson
Director of Golf
(951) 769-7200/769-1229
www.oakvalleygolf.com

39.

Pala Mesa Resort
2001 Old Highway 395
Fallbrook, CA 92028

Jim Stone
Resort Public
N/A

$60
$90

6,502
65,000

1964
Dick Rossen
(760)728-5881

Jay Lee
General Manager
(760) 731-6803/723-8292
prockwood@palamesaresort.com

40.

Palm Desert Country Club
77-200 California Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

GP Golf
Semi-Private
Yes

$20-$75
(Seasonal)
(Twilight Available)

6,800 (Blue Tees)
40,000

2005
na
(760) 345-2525

Dave Simmons
General Manager
(760) 345-2525/360-3543
mjohnson@pdcc.com

Palm Desert Resort Country Club
77-333 Country Club Dr.
Palm Desert, CA 92211

SR Mutualnv. Corp.
Resort
$5,000

$25-$90

41.

6,585
36,000

1980
Joe Mullenux
(760) 345-2791

Matt Gebel
General Manager
(760) 345-2781/345-6523
www.theresorter.com

42.

Paradise Knolls Golf Club
9330 Limonite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509

American Golf Corp.
Public - Daily Fee
N/A

$35
$47

6,281
65,000

1964
Leonard Wood
(909) 685-7034

Jeff Walser
General Manager
(951) 685-7034/685-8504
gm@paradiseknolls.com

43.

PGA West
PGA Blvd.
La Quinta, CA 92253

KSL Recreation
4 Private/2 Resort
$100,000

$235-$250
$235-$250

All Championship Length
250,000

1986-1999
Dye, Nicklaus, Palmer,
Weiskopf, Norman
(760) 564-7606

Michael Kelly
Executive Director
(760) 564-7100/564-7156
www.pgawest.com

Rancho Mirage Country Club
38-500 Bob Hope Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

RMDI Corp.
Public
$3,600-4,800

$25-$85

44.

6,111
40,000

1983
Harold Heers
(760) 324-4711

Mark Startup
Head Golf Pro
(760) 324-4711/324-1165
www.ranchmiragegolf.com

45.

Redhawk Golf Club
45100 Redhawk Parkway
Temecula, CA 92592

Pacific Golf
Public
$2,750-$3,250

$35-70
$55-90

6,755 (Blue Tees)
42,000

1990
Ron Fream
(800) 451-HAWK

Gina Dells
Golf Operations Manager
(951) 302-3850/302-3851
www.mcmillin.com

46.

San Bernardino Golf Club
1494 S. Waterman
San Bernardino, CA 92408

J.G. Golfing
Public
$60 (Men’s Club)

$33
$44

5,779
75,000

1967
Dan Brown
(909) 885-2414

47.

The Golf Club at Rancho CA
So. Cal. Golf Association
39500 Robert Trent Jones Parkway
Public
Murrieta, CA 92563
N/A

$35-55
$45-85

7,060
55,000

1971
Robert Trent Jones Sr.
(909) 677-7446

Cody Cunningham
Director of Golf
(951) 677-7446/677-7449
www.scgagolfcourse.com

48.

Shandin Hills Golf Course
3380 Little Mountain Dr.
San Bernardino, CA 92405

Eagle Golf
Public
N/A

$49
$36

6,517
na

1983
Carey Bickler
(909) 886-0669

Tony Chavez
General Manager
(909) 886-0669/881-2138
www.shandinhillsgolf.com

49.

Sierra Lakes Golf Club
16600 Clubhouse Dr.
Fontana, CA 92336

Donovan Brothers Golf Inc.
Public
N/A

$46-54
$74

6,805
N/A

2000
Ted Robinson
(909) 350-2500

Rick Danruther
General Manager, PGA
(909) 350-2500/350-4600
www.sierralakes.com

50.

Soboba Springs Royal Vista Golf Course
1020 Soboba Rd.
San Jacinto, CA 92583

Soboba Band
Semi-Private
Variable

$59
$75

6,888
60,000

1967
Desmond Muirhead
(909) 654-9354

Tom Self
General Manager
(909) 885-2414
www.sanbernardinogolfclub.com

na
(951) 654-9354/654-6068
www.sobobaspringscc.com

51.

Tahquitz Creek Golf Resort
1885 Golf Club Dr.
Palm Springs, CA 92264

Arnold Palmer Golf Mgmt.
Public
N/A

$39-99
$44-99

6,775/6,705
90,000

(L) 1957/(R) 1995
Billy Bell/Ted Robinson
(760) 328-2375/324-8122

Brandon Alexander
General Manager
(760)328-2375/324-8122
balexander@centurygolf.com

52.

Temecula Creek Inn
44501 Rainbow Canyon Rd.
Temecula, CA 92592

JC Golf
Semi-Private
Yes

$55-60
$80

6,605/6,690/6,784
85,000

N/A
Dick Rossen/Ted Robinson
(909) 676-2405

Curtis Rowe
Director of Golf
(951) 676-2405/506-9640
crowe@jcresorts.com

53.

Upland Hills Country Club
1231 E. 16th St.
Upland, CA 91784

Upland Hills Dev.
Semi-Priv./Publ. & Memb.
$2,300 - $6,000

$40
$60

5,980
60,000

1983
David Rainville
(909) 946-4711

Mike Winn
General Manager
(909) 946-4711/946-1961
www.golfuplandhills.com

Vellano Counry Club
2441 Vellano Club Dr.
Chino Hills, CA 91709

Kemper Sports
Private
$40,000

$80-120

54.

6,935
N/A

2007
Greg Norman
(909) 597-2801

Jim Fitzimmen
GM
(909) 597-2801/597-4451
www.experiencevellano.com

55.

Westin Mission Hills Pete Dye Crse.
71-501 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270

Troon Golf
Resort
N/A

$140
$160

6,706
40,000+

1988
Pete Dye
(760) 328-3198

Jon Vespar
Director of Golf
(760) 328-3198/770-4984
www.westinmissionhillsgolf.com

56.

Whispering Lakes Golf Club
2525 Riverside Dr.
Ontario, CA 91761

City of Ontario
Public
N/A

$19
$23

6,700
70,000+

1960
Wm. A. Tucker
(909) 923-3673

Tim Walsh
Head PGA Professional
(909) 923-3673/923-3691

N/A = Not Applicable WND - Would not Disclose na = not available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of press time. While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or additions on company letterhead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, P.O. Box 1979, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729-1979. Researched
by Jon Siu. Copyright 2012 by IEBJ.
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FINANCIAL
FINANCIAL COLUMN
COLUMN
Disability Income Insurance Helps Take Care of Your Most
Important Asset… YOU
Most people have insurance
for their homes, cars and other
valuable assets but many don’t
consider insuring what pays for
those things: their paycheck.
Your ability to earn a living is
one of your most important
assets. It’s what all your future
plans hinge on, including children, a home, a car, vacations
and so much more. Disability
income insurance will help
ensure you’re covered in case
the worst should happen.
Think it doesn’t apply to
you? Studies have shown that
you have a 3 in 10 chance of
suffering a disabling illness or
injury during your career that
would keep you out of work for
three months or more.
Think you will be covered
by workers compensation?
According to a 2010 review by
the Council for Disability
Awareness, a majority of
injuries in the United States
happen outside the workplace
and therefore do not qualify for
state-based workers compensation programs.
These situations can be dire
and greatly affect your future.
A 25-year-old worker who
makes $50,000 a year and suffers a permanent disability
could lose $3.8 million in future
earnings.
Disability income insurance
plays a key part in your overall
financial strategy and being
covered in case you’re unable to
work due to a disability is criti-

Unemployed...

cal. Here are some of the different options to consider from
Thrivent
Financial
for
Lutherans regarding disability
income insurance.
Sources of Disability
Income Insurance:
Workers Compensation
Provided by your employer
in cases where your illness or
injury is related to work.
Typically pays around twothirds of your pre-disability
income. However, the vast
majority of long-term disabilities are not job related (see chart
above).
State Disability Income
Insurance Programs
A few states provide shortterm disability insurance, typically for six months. Workers
pay for this coverage through
payroll deductions.
States
offering this are: California,
Hawaii, New Jersey, New York,
Rhode Island and Puerto Rico.
Social Security
A federal program that covers most workers but qualification for benefits is usually

been disconnected from the workforce, and possibly even from sociecontinued from pg. 26
ty,” Dean Baker of the Center for
Economic and Policy Research and Kevin Hassett of the American
Enterprise Institute, wrote in a New York Times op-ed in May. “The
result is nothing short of a national emergency.”
So, who are they? Blue-collar workers laid off in the Great
Recession, especially those over 45, face the distinct likelihood of
never working again, we’re told. Kids without a college degree may
never get to join the labor force in the first place (the unemployment
rate for Californians ages 16 to 19 in June stood at 39.5 percent).
African American and Hispanic workers continue to be among the

uncertain and payouts are usually modest. About 65% of applications for Social Security disability benefits are initially
denied and the average monthly
payout is $1,065, barely above
the poverty line.
E m p l o y e r- S p o n s o re d
Coverage
The main source of disability income insurance in the
United States. Many employers
provide employees with group
insurance which often includes
Short-Term Disability (STD)
and Long Term Disability
(LTD). STD replaces a significant part of your income for
usually around three months
and LTD will typically pay 40%
to 60% of your base salary for
longer periods. Employees are
often given the option to add to
the baseline coverage that the
employer provides to close the
gap in income between the total
salary and what STD or LTD
pays out.
Individual
Disability
Income Insurance
The most flexible and reliable source of disability income

insurance is coverage you purchase on your own for an additional fee. Individual coverage
is portable so you won’t have to
worry about new coverage if
you change jobs.
Protecting yourself from the
unexpected is an important step
towards ensuring your longterm financial security and the
easiest way to do that is by purchasing disability income insurance.
Thrivent Financial for
Lutherans offers a free online
disability income insurance calculator to help you assess what
your
needs
are
at
www.Thrivent.com. Once you
have a sense of your disability
income insurance needs contact
a financial professional who
can guide you towards a solution to this gap in your coverage.
Information from the LIFE
Foundation was used extensively in this article; you can find
more information at www.lifehappens.org.
About Thrivent Financial
for Lutherans
Thrivent Financial for
Lutherans is a not-for-profit,
Fortune 500 financial services
membership organization helping approximately 2.6 million
members achieve financial
security and give back to their
communities

hardest hit in California—18.5 percent and 13.5 percent, respectively, last month. Those numbers don’t include the 1.4 million
Californians who worked part time “involuntarily”—i.e., that was all
they could get—in June. At the other end of the scale are those the
employment department characterizes as “not in the labor force but
want a job.” That number increased by 18,000, to 966,000, last
month. Few surveys have looked at these nonworkers. A 2001 survey
conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau found that over half had either
retired or were going back to school.
They were, by and large, well educated and well off, a quarter of
them in their “prime working years” (age 25 to 54). A 2004 study
found much the same, but also
continued on page 39
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PROFILE
The Filippi Winery—108 Years in the Cucamonga Valley
and 90 Years of Winemaking
By Joseph P. Filippi
I watched the grape vines
grow (nestled in the Cucamonga
Valley) this year with a special
sentimental significance. My
family has lived here since the
beginning of the 20th century
starting in 1904. We are the
fourth generation of winegrowers. My father planted the vines
that grow in some of these
fields, and in these vines is a little of him, my grandfather, and
my great grandfather—including me and my son Jared. This
year is different, however. I
have survived a fight with cancer, and to balance out that
struggle, my granddaughter was
born, bringing me and my beautiful wife a joy I hadn’t known
possible. As we celebrate our
victories and our passions, I am
reminded that the wine we grow
here is celebrated on the tables
of people here in Rancho
Cucamonga and across our
country—and even to foreign
countries such as Korea, Japan,
China, Nigeria and even
Bahrain. We are part of their celebrations—our labor brings
people together and makes the
struggles seem so unimportant.
I am fortunate to enjoy the support of local people I admire,
and feel that they have made us
part of their community, and in
many respects their family. I am

humbled by the enormity of it
all.
My father, Joseph
Anthony,
would
remind me and my
brothers as young
boys that hard work
has its rewards. He
believed that people
would be compelled
to buy our wine and
would
certainly
understand the viniculture aspect—the
care it took to produce
what we now know as
some of the finest of
California
wines.
When visitors come to
our tasting rooms,
they even become part
of the history of the
winery, creating an
impression on our
staff that helps us move forward
into the future of winemaking in
Rancho Cucamonga. We take
the commitment to agriculture
and wine seriously. We are
always looking for new processes, new tastes, and a new twist
on one of the oldest traditions in
the world. Although my father
and his father are no longer a
part of Filippi Winery, they have
left their footprint on the
California countryside. Working
alongside my son Jared, I relish

Joseph P. Filippi (r) with son Jared (l)

in teaching him what my father
taught me…..to respect the

Joseph P. Filippi
earth, to understand the grape,
and to celebrate the process as
we finish yet another harvest,
our 90th harvest.
We welcome you to join us
in the harvest celebrations, to
become part of our growing
family of wine club members,
and to bring you and yours to
our wine tasting rooms. Visit our
winery and discover our time
honored traditional wines—and
find out what is new.
In 1918, my father passed
through Ellis Island without his
mother, and after spending time
with family in Little Italy, found
his way to California to learn
winemaking. This was no easy
route. He was a man of principle
and hard work, and following
his example, has formed my
family legacy in life and in
winemaking. The land my family saved to buy is now part of
Rancho Cucamonga’s history
and its experience. We take
great pride in being the premier
winery of this area. As we move
into the future, we have great

plans for expansion while honoring its past history of Rancho
Cucamonga wines. The vines
my father and grandfather planted have gone away, but the ones
I and my son have planted will
be here for generations to
come—and now my granddaughter will tell her children
the experience of riding through
the fields with me.
Come visit us, bring people
you love with you, and experience California winemaking.
Taste our award-winning wines
and be a part of some of our
many festive wine events. Take
our wine home and celebrate
with your family…. this is my
greatest pride.
Joseph Filippi Winery & Vineyards
909-899-5755
12467 Base Line Road
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739
Open Daily
Monday 12:00 noon to 5:00 pm
Tuesday - Thursday 12:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Friday & Saturday 11:00 am to 7:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 noon to 6:00 pm
Tasty Treats Available
Saturday 1:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:30 pm
Tasting Bar
closes 30 minutes prior to store
Tours
Guided tours daily at 1:00 pm
Saturday, September 15th - Annual
Grape Stomp
Come celebrate our 90th Anniversary with
our traditional stomp. We open at 10 am.
Tour the vineyard with the owners/farmers
and learn about viticulture from the ground
up and continue the tour through our winery. At noon enjoy a fabulous BBQ lunch
with tri- tip and chicken with all the fix-ins.
Join us for our stomp at 1 pm and get ready
to get in the barrels and stomp the grapes!
Wine Club $45 General Public $50
No one under 21 please.
Please RSVP by calling 909-899-5755 as
this event does sell out quickly.
About 5 years ago, here on the winery
estate, we planted a vineyard of
Tempranillo vines. These are the first
Tempranillo vines known to have been
grown in the Cucamonga Valley. The 2009
harvest was the first harvest for these vines
and we are now proud and very excited to
announce
the
release
of
a
Cucamonga/Filippi first, Tempranillo vintage!
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Immigrants...

follow the same public records
and access requirements.
continued from pg. 27
President Barack Obama has
asked for less detention money this year and encouraged the
agency to look at alternatives to locking people up. He also
ordered DHS to stop deporting young immigrants brought to the
U.S. illegally, which could reduce the number behind bars.
Congress, however, can approve more detention spending than
DHS requests.
Beyond civil detention centers, private companies are also
making more money locking up non-citizens who commit federal
crimes.
To deter illegal border crossers, federal prosecutors are
increasingly charging immigrants with felonies for repeatedly
entering the country without papers. That has led thousands of
people convicted of illegal re-entry, as well as more serious federal offenses, to serve time in private prisons built just for them. A
decade ago, more than 3,300 criminal immigrants were sent to private prisons under two 10-year contracts the Federal Bureau of
Prisons signed with CCA worth $760 million. Now, the agency is
paying the private companies $5.1 billion to hold more than
23,000 criminal immigrants through 13 contracts of varying
lengths.
CCA was on the verge of bankruptcy in 2000 due to lawsuits,
management problems and dwindling contracts. Last year, the
company reaped $162 million in net income. Federal contracts
made up 43 percent of its total revenues, in part thanks to rising
immigrant detention.
GEO, which cites the immigration agency as its largest client,
saw its net income jump from $16.9 million to $78.6 million since
2000.
“Another factor driving growth... for the private sector is in
the area of immigration and illegal immigration specifically,”
Chief Financial Officer Brian Evans told investors in GEO’s 2011
3rd quarter earnings call. CCA warned in its 2011 annual earnings
report that federal policy changes in “illegal immigration could
affect the number of persons arrested, convicted, and sentenced,
thereby potentially reducing demand for correctional facilities to
house them.”
Utah-based Management and Training is not publicly held, so
it does not post earnings.
At just the federal level, these companies, their political action
committees and their employees have spent more than $32 million
on lobbying and on campaign contributions since 2000—with the
national political parties getting the largest campaign contributions.
An AP review of Federal Election Commission data found the
prison companies and their employees gave to key congressional
leaders who control how much money goes to run the nation’s
detention centers and who influence how many contracts go to the
private sector.
James Thurber, head of American University’s Center for
Congressional & Presidential Studies, said amid the heated
national debate over immigration, the companies have been savvy
not to donate heavily to those sponsoring legislation, which could
spark backlash.
There are more discrete and more powerful ways to influence
policy, Thurber said.
“Follow the money,” he said. “If the money is being increased
significantly for illegal immigration, then that is a shift in policy...
a significant shift.”
The top beneficiaries of the campaign contributions include:
continued on page 35
• The Republican Party. Its
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It’s Not MY...

To help direct your followers to
accepting responsibility for their
continued from pg. 26
performance, you could ask: “What
did you do or not do that led to these results? If you could turn back
the clock, what would you do more or less of? Of the things you controlled, which do you think contributed to this success/failure?”
These are the big questions that drive “no excuses” performance.
Partner up. You may have heard of accountability partners in
terms of losing weight, exercising more, reaching financial goals, or
growing personally or spiritually. But have you ever considered using
them in your organization? The fact is, pairing your people up in
“accountability teams” that get together twice a month to talk about
their goals and their progress can really increase the amount of
responsibility everyone feels.
“This idea started years ago when my brother Corey and I got
together for dinner and began talking about our frustration with the
lack of progress we were experiencing in our jobs,” recalls Staver.
“We started getting together for dinner once a week and simply asking each other questions about the goals we had set the previous
week. The meetings were not designed to make us feel bad or to catch
each other failing, but rather to get us to adopt mindsets of execution
and performance.
“The first few weeks, we saw some minor progress,” he continues. “Over time, our questioning skills sharpened, and with each
passing week, the questions we asked were tougher. Consequently,
our accomplishments became bigger and quicker-paced. Since then,
I’ve encouraged the use of this partner system in many organizations,
and it’s always a huge success.”
“There is absolutely no way your followers can accomplish what
they need to accomplish and learn to accept responsibility if you
don’t develop the habit of asking big, clear, direct questions delivered
continued on page 39
in an I-want-you-to-win tone,”
When Planning Your 2012 Advertising
Budget, Consider...

THE
INLAND EMPIRE
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Remember to...

read a humorous book. Be silly with
someone you trust. Let your hair
continued from pg. 16
down, so to speak, and see how
much healthier, more likeable and spontaneous you feel. Get into the
fun of laughing at yourself, and always take the opportunity to laugh
with others.
Take a lesson from Phil’s story. It’s easy to be overcommitted to
reaching your goals or meeting your expectations that you forget to
have fun. Choose to laugh, feel good and amuse yourself and others—these are conscious actions, and skills that can be developed
until they become second nature.
Having fun, laughing, and feeling good will improve health and
performance, accelerate learning and memory, increase confidence
and empower you to accomplish even more than you dreamed possible. Those who live each moment with a sense of fun and humor find
it easier to tolerate, accept and amuse others. Enhance all your relationships with your new attitude. Remember to celebrate the present
moment, enjoying each and every aspect of living, and fun will introduce you to yourself again and again.

The Regional...

trends in real estate as opposed to
today’s trends, which are indicative
continued from pg. 14
of true economic recovery aided in
part by recent income growth. Also contributing to the improved
health of the local real estate market is that both defaults and foreclo-

For additional information visit MacGibbon’s website at
www.nevergiveintofear.com.
sures have continued their downward trend. As the supply of foreclosed homes dwindles, home prices should continue to appreciate,
albeit slowly. While Beacon Economics does not expect the Inland
Empire’s housing market to return to its pre-recession state (since
prices climbed to unsustainable levels), it does expect both single
family home sales and median prices to gradually and steadily
increase over the next few years.

Total Victory...

The initiative’s official proponent, Michael D’Arelli, is an execucontinued from pg. 6
tive in a Sacramento insurance lobbying group comprised primarily of Mercury insurance agents, and
is the official spokesperson for the Mercury measure. “Mercury lost
this campaign gambit to try and hide the truth from voters, but we
have no doubt they’ll be back with the same lies and deception in a
multi-million dollar campaign of TV and radio advertising backed
by a horde of paid PR hacks and phony endorsers,” said Carmen
Balber of Consumer Watchdog Campaign, the advocacy arm of
Consumer Watchdog, a non-profit, non-partisan organization founded in 1985.
For more information visit website www.StopProp33.org.

For Planning 2012 Advertising, Marketing, and Publicity With
The Inland Empire Business Journal

2012 EDITORIAL SCHEDULE
EDITORIAL FOCUS

SUPPLEMENTS

LISTS

OCTOBER
• Lawyers/Accountants-Who’s Who
• HMO/PPO Enrollment Guide
• Economic Development Temecula Valley
• Financial Institutions (2nd Quarter, ‘12)

• Telecommunications
• Office Technology/Computers
• International Trade
• Holiday Party Planning

• Internet Services
• Long Distance/Interconnect Firms
• Copiers/Fax/Business Equipment
• Private Aviation

NOVEMBER
• Retail Sales
• Industrial Real Estate
• Commercial R.E./Office Parks
• Educational Services Directory

• Human Resources Guide
• Executive Gifts
• Building and Development
• New Communities

• Commercial R.E. Development Projects
• Commercial R.E. Brokers
• Fastest Growing I.E. Companies
• Mortgage Companies
• Title Companies

• Health Care
• Professional Services Directory

• 2013 “Book of Lists”
• Business Brokerage Firms

DECEMBER
• Financial Institutions (3rd Quarter, ’12)
• Top Ten Southern California Resorts
• Temporary Placement Agencies
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RESTAURANT
RESTAURANT REVIEW
REVIEW
Caesars Bets $17 Million on the Strip’s Biggest Buffet
By Kitty Bean Yancey
We’re talking made-to-order
chocolate and vanilla soufflés,
home-smoked ribs and chefs
who’ve worked in top restaurants.
Caesars Palace’s
revamped $17 million
buffet, tentatively set
to open in Las Vegas
Sept. 10, is billed as
the Strip’s biggest,
with 524 menu items.
Caesars researched
other Vegas buffets
and says it will dish up
more dishes. Don’t expect
troughs of reheated eats:
Executive Chef Scott Green
says 80%-90% of the food will
be made at buffet stations in
front of the customer. Some
months ago, I asked readers to
submit suggestions for the buffet’s new name, and regret to
inform you that “Vomitorium,”

“Eat Tu Brutus” and “Grubis
Maximus” did not make it.
Reader Mary Riggins came
closest with “Baccus Feast.”

The buffet’s new name is
“Bacchanal” instead of the old
Lago. The idea is over-the-top
indulging. But the decor will be
modern and homey, including
serving stations fronted with
shelves holding hundreds of jars
of pickled foods and other edibles. “No togas, no Roman
columns,” Green says.

We can custom
design a label just
for you using:
Photos, Logos,
Colors, Invitations,
Themes.

Weddings • Anniversaries
Birthdays • Special Events
Graduations • Holiday • Gifts
Wine Tasting Available Daily

4231 Win eville Road
Mira L oma, C A 91752
( 951) 685-5376 or (951 ) 360- 9180
w w w.gallean ow in e ry.c om
Tour the Historic Winery weekends from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm or by appointment
Listed in the National Register of Historical Places

There will, however, be the
must-have Vegas buffet standards: prime rib, cocktail shrimp
and crab legs. But look for contemporary touches that have
worked well at nearly 2year-old The Cosmopolitan
of Las Vegas’award-winning Wicked Spoon buffet:
clever containers such as
mini iron skillets for
lasagna, and fried chicken
and cute wire fry baskets
holding chicken and waffles
at breakfast. Red velvet
pancakes with sweet cream
cheese are on the breakfast
menu. Espresso drinks will be
offered, too.
Green likes to think of
Bacchanal not as a buffet, but as
“nine litttle restaurants operating under one roof,” he says.
Four of the buffet’s six chefs
have worked at Michelin-starred

eateries. The 590-seat culinary
orgy will offer more than 20
kinds of bread baked fresh daily
(including the same bread that
Caesars’ pricey Restaurant Guy
Savoy serves.) Vegetarian and
gluten-free items also will be
offered. “The major focus is the
quality of the food,” Green says,
such as sliders fresh-cooked on
a
mesquite-burning
grill.
Planned prices are at the top of
the Vegas buffet food chain, as
you might expect: breakfast,
$19.99; lunch, $24.99; dinner,
$39.99.

Top Best Buffets
in Las Vegas
The question of which Las
Vegas resort has the best allyou-can-eat is a perennial talker
among fans of Sin City.
continued on page 35
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Best Buffets...

According to the smartdestinations.com blog, the No. 1 bellycontinued from pg. 34
busting fare is at the Bellagio,
which also is high rated by many visitors, locals and food critics.
The blog calls Buffet Bellagio “top-of-the-line cuisine... from
choices like Chinese dim sum to foie gras to crab legs to pizza fresh
out of the wood-fired oven. The atmosphere is classy, with opulent
chandeliers and elegant artwork adorning the dining area.” Only
downside, the blog says, is desserts that “look better than they
taste.” You’ll pay $19.95 at weekday lunch; $29.95, dinner.
Weekend dinner is $36.95 and weekend Champagne Brunches are
$24.95.
No. 2 is Rio Las Vegas’s Carnival World Buffet for “kid-friendly menu and absolutely fabulous desserts.” Third: Le Village buffet
at Paris Las Vegas, dishing up cute French-style decor and Gallic
favorites. Rounding out the list is Spice Market Buffet at Planet
Hollywood, for a variety of international fare including “Middle
Eastern specialties (a rarity in Buffetland).” And the Garden Court
Buffet at Main Street Station, which attracts a lot of locals, is praised
for its value and lack of long lines. Talk about value: $7.99 for
weekday lunch; $10.99 for weekday dinner. Those prices are for
members of the players’ club, but as any Vegas regular knows, membership at any resort players’ club is free and gets you lots of perks.
Now, for some other opinions. A recent “Best of Vegas” survey
by USA TODAY, which polled eight local experts (from the mayor,
to newspaper columnists, to local magazine editors) found the
Bellagio ranking high, but it wasn’t the winner. The Wicked Spoon
at The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas, which bills itself as a “culinary
food hall,” gobbled up the competition, for the quality and variety
and elegant presentation of its offerings, served in chic, modern surroundings. The dessert cases alone are mesmerizing, and the buffet
served 18 kinds
of gelato on a
recent day. It’s
not
cheap:
Expect to pay
$22 for lunch on
weekdays, with
nonalcoholic
drinks included;
$35 for dinner.
B a l l y ’s
Sterling Brunch,
delight in the
Buffet Bellagio “top-of-the-line” cuisine
finest brunch in
Las Vegas, 25 years running. Start your Sunday with this exquisite
brunch served in the rarefied setting of Bally’s Steakhouse; voted
Best Brunch by the Review Journal. Champagne, Sturgeon caviar
and lobster mingle with freshly prepared sushi, omelets and beef
tenderloin at our weekend classic that guarantees a diverse dining
experience. Tempting desserts and time-appropriate drinks
(mimosas, anyone?) round out the selections. If only all Sunday
meals could taste this good.
Anthony Curtis, founder of LasVegasAdvisor.com, thinks the
buffet at the M Resort south of the Strip in Henderson, is a great
deal, and the two of us had a great dinner at the Studio B spread
there. That spread also won top honors from the Las Vegas ReviewJournal for 2010. It offers live cooking demonstrations, more than
200 items, including all the (decent) wine and beer you care to down
with lunch and dinner. Lunch currently is $14.99 weekdays; dinner
22.99. Prices go to $31.99 on weekends when premium seafood is
added.

Immigrants...
continued from pg. 32

national and congressional committees received around $450,000.
Democrats received less than half

that.
• Arizona Republican Sen. John McCain. He received
$71,000, mostly during his failed presidential bid against Obama,
well after he dropped support for a bill that would have given illegal immigrants a path to citizenship and reduced detentions.
• House Speaker John Boehner received $63,000.
• Kentucky U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers received about $59,000.
Rogers chaired the first subcommittee on Homeland Security and
heads the powerful House Appropriations Committee. He often
criticizes ICE for not filling more detention beds.
• Former U.S. Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist. He
received $58,500. The lawmaker from Tennessee, where CCA is
headquartered, led the Senate at the height of the nation’s immigrant detention build up from 2003 to 2007.
More than campaign contributions, though, the private prison
companies spent most of their money each year on lobbying in
Washington, peaking in 2005 when they spent $5 million.
In just 2011, CCA paid the Washington firm Akin Gump
Strauss Hauer & Feld $280,000 in part to “monitor immigration
reform,” federal reports show.
They also lobbied heavily against a bill that would force them
to comply with the same open records requirements governing
public facilities.
Owen, the CCA spokesman, said the company ramped up lobbying to acquaint new lawmakers with the industry.
“In recent years, federal elections have been very volatile,
resulting in a lot of new faces in Washington,” he said. “The result
of that volatility means a lot of people at the federal level who
may not be familiar with the work we do.”
The prison companies’ influence at the state level mirrors that
in Washington, although the money is even harder to track since
many states, such as Arizona and Illinois, where the companies
have won lucrative detention contracts, don’t require corporations
to disclose what they pay lobbyists.
The AP reviewed campaign contribution data from the three
companies’ political action committees and their employees over
the last decade, compiled by the National Institute on Money in
State Politics. From 2003 to the first half of 2012, state candidates
and political parties in the 50 states received more than $5.32 million.
In the 10 states where the companies’ committees and employees contributed the most, the AP found they also spent at least $8
million more lobbying local officials in the last five years alone.
It is impossible to know how much of this lobbying money was
aimed only at immigrant-related contracts. But that money generally went to states along the border, such as Florida and Texas,
which have high numbers of immigrants, as well as states such as
Georgia and Louisiana, where large numbers of immigrants also
are detained.
ICE has begun providing more oversight as part of the Obama
administration's pledge to overhaul the nation's system for jailing
immigration offenders. It recently scrapped plans for CCA to
build a 1,500-bed immigrant detention center in a high-end Miami
suburb following months of local protests.
But it remains committed to adding more private beds. Plans
are on track to build or expand private immigration jails in
Newark, N.J., in the suburbs of Chicago and along a lonely stretch
of California’s Mojave Desert.
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MANAGER’S
MANAGER’S BOOKSHELF
BOOKSHELF
“Lead With a Story: A Guide
to Crafting Business Narratives
That Captivate, Convince, and Inspire,”
by Paul Smith; AMACOM, New York, New York;
2012; 280 pages; $24.95.
In case you haven’t noticed,
storytelling was once the most
popular way to make a point
within large or small organizations, and to business customers. In fact it lasted for some
five thousand or more years.
Then in the 1960s, with the
early growth of no-nonsense
computing and technology, as
well as the increasing focus on
highly technical undergraduate
and graduate schools, the use of
storytelling as a communications tool nearly disappeared.
Fifty years later author Paul
Smith not only makes a strong
case for storytelling making a
strong comeback, he has put it
back in its old organizational
and business setting. Smith
points out: “…It wasn’t until the
early 1990s that storytelling
moved back into the realm of
business in any serious way.
This was fostered by three concurrent forces:
“1. Several academic studies
reported the effectiveness of
storytelling in the workplace….”
“2. A member of successful
trade books explored the topic.
“3. Leading storytelling
practitioners emerged in the corporate world, such as Stephen
Denning at The World Bank.
“That’s the short history.
Over the last 20 years, and especially the last decade, storytelling has retaken its rightful
place in management’s bag of
leadership and influencing
tools.”
Smith goes on to note that
the book “adds to the growing
body of literature.” He continues, “First, it extends the usefulness of storytelling to a much
wider range of leadership challenges…. Second, it offers more

thorough and practical advice
for how to craft your own stories for any leadership challenge.”
“Lead With a Story” is well
thought through and well—
though differently—organized.
Smith explains why it’s somewhat different: “Many will want
to read straight through, chapter
by chapter…but it’s crucial that
you read in that order. The
‘how-to’ chapters are interspersed throughout the book. If
you’re eager to learn how, you
can read those chapters first. If
you’re already an accomplished
storyteller and are mostly looking for stories to add to your
collection, start with the ‘leadership challenges’
chapters.
And, of course, anytime you
find yourself in one of these
tough challenges, refer back to
the appropriate chapter.”
The big question you may
be asking yourself at this point
is why has storytelling come
back to life in business?
According to Smith, the short
answer is this: because it works.
Top companies in the Fortune
500 (including P&G and GE)
have formally adopted the technique as part of their leadership
training and general employee
training. They watched substantial growth take place in information retention and improved
intra-personnel working relationships.
One of the stories that Smith
tells about using storytelling to
“lead change” deals with Jack
Welch of GE: “Jack listened
politely for a while [in a 1981
the nuclear reactor sales department predicted three or four
sales] and then dropped a bombshell. ‘Guys, you’re not going to
get three orders a year. In my
opinion, you’ll never get anoth-

er order for a nuclear reactor in
the U.S.” They were shocked,
they argued that if they took
those orders out of the plan, it
would kill morale.
Jack didn’t buy it. GE
restaffed the business to focus
on a service model…. When
Jack retired 20 years later, the
company still hadn’t gotten a
single new order for a nuclear
reactor in the United States.”
That story points out that
“the first step to change is getting people to admit change is
needed. Delivering a ‘reality

check’ like Jack Welch usually
works. Tell Jack’s story of the
nuclear reactors; then deliver
your own reality check.”
The book is clear and lucidly written. It’s more than a howto book because it explains why
people will listen to good news
or bad news while treating them
as adults. It’s certainly one of
the most interesting books that
has come along. What’s more
it’s a banquet of ideas at the
price of an early bird dinner.
Henry Holtzman

Best-selling Business Books
Here are the current top 10 best-selling books for business. The list is
compiled based on information received from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
1. “Reverse Innovation: Create Far From Home, Win
Everywhere,” by Vijay Govindarajan and Chris Trimble (Harvard
Business Review Press…$30.00) (1)*
How to make innovation happen in emerging markets.
2. “It Worked for Me in Life and Leadership,” by Colin Powell
(with Tony Koltz) (HarperCollins Publishers…$27.99) (2)*
How to succeed in the workplace and elsewhere.
3. “Bailout: An Inside Account of How Washington Abandoned
Main Street While Rescuing Wall Street,” by Neil Barofsky (Free
Press…$26.00) (3)*
How and why TARP saved banks while abandoning everyone else.
4. “Three Simple Steps: A Map to Success in Business and Life,”
by Trevor Blake (BenBella Books…$12.95) (**)
Why some people succeed in any economic conditions.
5. “Unintended Consequences: Why Everything You’ve Been
Told About the Economy is Wrong,” by Edward Conard (Penguin
Group…$27.95)(4)*
An explanation why economic planning rarely works as planned.
6. “By Invitation Only: How We Built Gilt and Changed the Way
We Shop,” by Alexis Maybank and Alexandra Wilkis Wilson
(Penguin Group…$18.63) (5)*
How to innovate the high-end outlet version of “sample selling.”
7. “Leading Culture Change in Global Organizations: Aligning
Culture and Strategy,” by Daniel Denison, Robert Hooijberg,
Nancy Lane, and Colleen Lief (John Wiley & Sons…$34.95) (6)*
How and why business culture impacts on business performance.
8. “Strengths Finder 2.0: A New and Updated Edition of the
Online Test from Gallup’s Now, Discover Your Strengths,” by
Tom Rath (Gallup Press…$22.95)(7)*
Discover your strengths and integrate them with your career.
9. “Steve Jobs,” by Walter Isaacson (Simon &
Schuster…$35.00)(8)*
The story of a modern Thomas Edison.
10. “The Start-up of You: Adapt to the Future, Invest in Yourself,
and Transform Your Career,” by Reid Hoffman and Ben Casnocha
(Crown Publishing…$26.00)(9)*
Managing your career as if you were starting a new business.
_______________________________________________________
*(1) -- Indicates a book’s previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book’s first appearance on the list.
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COMPUTER
COMPUTER
The New iPhone—Just in Time for Christmas!
By J. Allen Leinberger
Rumors still persist that
Apple will launch its fifth version of the iPhone in
September—the company is
likely to sell 6 million to 10 million of those devices in the last
10 days of the month, according
to one online analyst. (That
means there will be Apple fans
camping outside of every Apple
store for several days in
advance.)
Based on numerous news
reports pointing to a September
launch of the iPhone 5, it is estimated that Apple will sell 26
million to 28 million devices
overall in its September quarter.
That projection is well ahead
of current estimates, which
account for slowing iPhone
sales and roughly 22 million to
23 million units in the quarter.
This means, oddly enough, that
Apple stands to lose a lot of

money, since the phones cost
about $600 but the phone service companies like Sprint and
Verizon sell the phones at a loss
to generate user minutes. Still,
for Apple, a September launch
would allow it to top Wall Street
estimates. In recent quarters,
Apple fell short of projections
even though it still has raked in
tons of cash. In the big picture,
the iPhone 5 timing of units isn’t
that big a deal—unless you hold
Apple shares. Experts are calling the iPhone 5, “the largest
consumer electronics product
upgrade in history.”
After unveiling a marginally
improved iPhone 4S in 2011
instead of a radically different
iPhone 5, Apple has returned to
its development labs to develop
the next generation of its popular phone. Earlier this year people were fairly certain that the

real iPhone 5 will roll out of
Apple’s gates and that the
device should be a bigger leap
forward than the 4S was.
As the 5 is anticipated again,
here is a review of past rumors,
some of which I have told you
about already.
1. While it has already
been rumored that the new
iPhone may be unveiled on
September 12 (with a retail
launch on September 21), there
are reports that preorders of the
new device may also begin on
September
12
as
well.
International orders are anticipated to begin later, on October
5. Customers are expected to
receive their new handsets nine
days later.
2. Leaked photos posted
online purportedly show the
new iPhone’s motherboard/logicboard with a smaller SIM card

slot. This could mean the first
“real-world appearance” of the
nano-SIM that Apple has
already been pushing for as the
standard.
3. For those of you who
lament about smartphone battery life, a photo of the allegedly new iPhone’s battery suggests
a slight bump in capacity. The
current iPhone 4S has a
1,430mAh battery, but one
online
source
shows
a
1,440mAh battery. The battery
also jumped to 3.8 from 3.7
volts. Though the spec improvements are minimal, these
changes in battery power are
said to account for the 4G LTE
capabilities that are predicted
for the new iPhone.
4. One of the most popular
iPhone 5 rumors surfaced again
when it was reported that Apple
continued on page 39
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Real Estate...

VICTORVILLE
Pacific Aviation Group LLC
continued from pg. 23
and Fastenal Company are the latest companies to sign leases at the Southern California Logistics
Centre (SCLC), a 2,500-acre industrial and commercial complex
developed by Stirling Capital Investments in Victorville. Pacific
Aviation Group signed a 64-month renewal and expansion into
58.7k square feet of space, while Fastenal inked a 36-month
renewal for its existing 6.3k square feet of space.
A long term tenant relationship at SCLC since 2003, Pacific
Aviation Group (PAG) provides technical evaluation, trading and
lease management services for airliners, operators and owners of
commercial aviation assets, including aircraft, engines, spare parts
and ground support equipment.
As part of the firm’s newest lease agreement, PAG is undergoing a dramatic expansion of its office and warehouse facilities
from 25.1k square feet to 58.7k square feet of space. Located at
18499 Phantom West, the facility expansion is a result of business
growth. PAG estimates they will employ approximately 65
employees at the facility.
Anita Tuckerman, director of asset services for Stirling Capital
Investments, handled all lease agreement negotiations for the two
renewals.
The new expansion and leases follow a stream of recent activity at SCLC. Last month, construction commenced on a 176.8ksquare-foot facility expansion of Distribution Centre 3 to accommodate the growing national distribution needs of Stirling’s first
corporate tenant, who signed a 10-year lease extension. A major
tenant improvement project was also completed in late 2011 to
Distribution Centre 1, a 1 million-square-foot industrial facility
subsequently occupied by Exel Logistics and United Furniture
Industries. Additionally, SCLC recently welcomed noteworthy tenants Sparkletts, Red Bull and Modern Space Pacific Services.
Stirling Capital Investments has developed 3 million square
feet of Class A industrial space at SCLC with an overall project
occupancy over 98 percent. Pacific Aviation Group and Fastenal
are two on a roster of high-cailber corporations located at SCLC
including Boeing, Dr Pepper Snapple Group, Exel Logistics,
FedEx, General Electric, Modern Space Pacific Services, Newell
Rubbermaid, Plastikpak Packaging, Pratt & Whitney, Red Bull,
Sparkletts and United Furniture Industries.
AIDA WATER BOTTLES UP 24K SQUARE FEET
INLAND EMPIRE FACILITY
In a recent Inland Empire industrial sales comp, Aida Water
Bottling Company paid $1.4 million for a 23.9k-square-foot
($59/sf) building in Riverside. The property is located at 4140
Garner Road, west of I-215 and north of the 60 Freeway.
The property features a unique layout which provides Aida
Water Bottling Company the option to occupy the entire building,
or lease a portion to an affiliate company during the start-up period. Each side of the building has two dock-high positions, one
grade-level position and a fenced-in yard. The property also has
1.7k square feet of office space, 22’ clearance, 47 parking spaces
and is sprinklered throughout.
Another benefit to the new owners is that the property resides
in a State Designated Enterprise Zone, which offers business owners many incentives and tax breaks which will benefit any new
start-up company greatly.
Richard Horn and Phillip T. Attalla with the Commerce office
of NAI Capital represented Aida in the transaction. The seller was
Garner Road Properties LLC.
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The County of San Bernardino Workforce
Investment Board and Workforce Development
Department is ready to assist your business at no
cost with the following services:
• Recruitment assistance
• Funds to train new employees
• Labor market information
• Pre-screened qualified
applicants
• Access to a large applicant pool
• Facilities available for
recruitments
• Layoff prevention assistance
• Outplacement of laid-off
workers
• Hiring tax credits
FREE BUSINESS WORKSHOPS
9650 9th St., Rancho Cucamonga
To Register Call 951-781-2345 or visit www.iesmallbusiness.com
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The New iPhone...

Inside Job: Why...

Some Area...

Unemployed...

continued from pg. 37
has been testing a taller display
for its next handset. The new
phone could have five rows of
icons stacked vertically above
the dock, instead of the four displayed with iOS 5.
5. We’ve already heard
that Apple might shrink the
iPhone’s 30-pin connector to
either 19 or 8 pins, but now the
possibility of a 9-pin connectors
afloat. Some reporters have
found a code string for a 9-pin
connector in the latest beta version of iOS 6. (6 is the new
operating system for the iPhone,
which should also come out in
September.) It’s important to
keep in mind, though, that until
Apple issues the final release of
iOS 6, the company will continue to add and remove strings as
it tests the operating system. If it
does come out with a smaller
plug, I guess you can throw out
all of your alarm clocks and
portable radios and even the
connector in your car.
6. Which means all new
devices in the iOS family will be
getting an updated, smaller dock
connector. These products
include the iPhone 5, the new
iPod Nanos and touches, the
iPad mini, and the latest generation of the iPad. Though rumors
of a smaller dock connector
have been circulating around the
new iPhone for some time, it
makes sense that other Apple
handsets would follow suit.
Forgive me for all of the
tech-y talk but this is what is
creating buzz in the computer
circles. For myself, I am happy
with the screen and the battery
and most of the other features
that my 6-month-old antiquated
4S offers me. If Apple were to
do anything, I wish they would
fix a compatible Memo function. My old Palm Pilot allowed
me to write lists, such a
Christmas presents, my daily
pills and other stuff on the desktop, with normal sized keys.
Then it would sync the lists
down to the unit giving me all of
that info at my fingertips. (“I
don’t know, doctor. It’s the blue

continued from pg. 9
ognize this is what the culture is
becoming, this is what our company really is. Everyone will see
that this approach really works,
and everyone will want to take
part.”
“Think about it like this: The
‘difficult’ coworkers
you
encounter on a given workday
are simply people seeking service,” says Kaufman. “Being able
to recognize and reconcile those
situations internally is just as
important as being able to recognize when a customer interaction has gone south. With surprising service coming from the
inside, it’s easier to step up your
service on the outside. And
when that happens, everyone at
the organization wins.”

continued from pg. 16
said they weren’t surprised. “We
were aware there was a possibility that we would have to pay
(the property tax) back,” said
Adam Pirrie, finance director.
“We got a demand... and the
numbers matched the numbers
we had. So we made the payment.”
Pirrie said Claremont had
moved away from using redevelopment monies in the past
couple of years.
“We aren’t as dependent on
it as some of the other cities,” he
said. “The money isn’t earmarked for projects or costs so
when the time comes, we’ll
comply with the legislation.”

continued from pg. 30
included chronic illness or disability, and having to take care
of children, as significant reasons for being out of the workforce. Since then, we’ve had little to go on. An American Time
Use Survey by the U.S. Labor
Department in 2009 found that
people who weren’t working
watched TV more, slept more
and socialized less. Some others
did part-time consulting or
worked at home.
One formerly favored path,
going back to college, is not
borne out by spikes in college
enrollment, said Josh Bivens,
research director at the
Economic Policy Institute in
Washington. “It’s a real blank
part of the arithmetic,” said
Bivens, referring to the paucity
of recent research.
“They’ve taken different
paths,” Harley Shaiken, a labor
economist at UC Berkeley, said
of the discouraged workers.
“But underlying them is a sense
(their paths) are choices they
would not have made. Yet, they
have dreams and hopes. It’s a
story of our time.” So far, little
of that story has been told.

Taking a Bite...
continued from pg. 43
The next morning (after a
very good night’s sleep) we
took the tour to 9-11 Memorial.
We took the “tubes” from
Newark right into the Wall
Street area. My brother-in-law
had gotten us advanced tickets— these are a must— even
on a cold winter day, and even
then you will be waiting on line.
Best to get them online at
www.911-memorial.org/visitor-

passes. What can I say about the
Memorial? Words fail, but suffice it to say, you need to see it
for yourself; we all need to walk
that hallowed ground and
remember...
It’s called the “Big Apple”
for a reason and no matter what
time of the year, your visit is an
experience that will be hard to
forget. Oh, and we were there
for Super Bowl Sunday too—go
Giants!!!

SUBSCRIBE NOW!

It’s Not MY...
continued from pg. 32
Staver concludes. “Your team
deserves a leader who is courageous enough to ask and ask
often. You will get better at this
as you practice it. You will also
see results improve over time as
your followers get used to thinking about their own roles within
the organization, and how their
choices and attitudes impact the
big picture.”
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NEW BUSINESS
ANTOJITOS DE
MI TIERRA
14950 BEAR VALLEY RD.
STE. 34
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395
ASAHI B.B.Q. & SUSHI
14480 OUTER 7TH ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395

HOLT AUTO TECH
1050 W HOLT BLVD.
STE. C
ONTARIO, CA 91762
HOP 2 KIDS
15537 OAKDALE RD.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

BADD DETAIL
22217 US HWY 18
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307

HOYT HARDWARE
7110 ARCHIBALD AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701

BURNETT’S AUTO
DIAMOND DETAIL
22217 US HWY 18
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307

HOYT’S ACE HARDWARE
7110 ARCHIBALD AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701

BEAR NECESSITIES
652 PINE KNOT AVE.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315

HOYT LUMBER
7110 ARCHIBALD AVE.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91701

BLOOMINGTON AUTO
REPAIR
19030 VALLEY BLVD.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
BUENA MARKET
1338 W. 5TH ST.
STE. 102
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411
CITIZENS BAR
ASSOCIATION TRUST
21900 BARTON RD.
STE. 105
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
EMBELLISHED STITCHES
5060 DAVID WAY
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
FARMER BOYS
KENDALL DRIVE
1766 WEST KENDALL DR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
FINE COMMUNITY
PHONE BOOKS
14538 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
FINE LOCAL DIRECTORY
14538 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
FINE LOCAL SAVER
14538 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
FLAWLESS COMMERCIAL
CLEANING
1701 E D ST.
STE. 1508
ONTARIO, CA 91764
GLITZED & STITCHED
14191 FLATHEAD RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
HIDALGO MOTORS
392 E FOOTHILL BLVD.
FONTANA, CA 92376
HIGH PERFORMANCE
CLEANING
1826 W 19TH ST.
STE. 51
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411

IFIXER ELECTRONICS
26525 POPPY CT.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
REPAIR EM’
ELECTRONICS
26525 POPPY CT.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
IPARTS DIRECT
26525 POPPY CT.
LOMA LINDA, CA 92354
JADE SPA
905A W FOOTHILL
BLVD. UPLAND, CA 91786
K & T COIN LAUNDRY
658 W. HOLT BLVD.
STE. H
ONTARIO, CA 91762

County of San Bernardino
THE PURSE-SUIT OF
HAPPINESS
1399 BOUQUET DR.
UPLAND, CA 91786

DAVE NEWELL
COLLECTIBLES
13904 IRVING LN.
LYTLE CREEK, CA 92358

QUALITY SEPTIC
SERVICE
4361 E MISSION BLVD.
STE. 98
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

THE THEATRE OF ART
21800 BARTON RD.
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313

EGYAAMAN
1076 BROOKSIDE AVE.
STE. 506
REDLANDS, CA 92373

R.A.W. POWER TRUCKING
41606 IRWIN RD.
BARSTOW, CA 92311

THRIVE
1511 SOMERSET WAY
UPLAND, CA 91784

ROYAL TRAVEL
4962 HOLT BLVD.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

U SAVE MARKET
10 W COLTON AVE.
REDLANDS, CA 92374

ELLE SHOES AND
ACCESSORIES
250 NORTH LINDEN AVE.
STE. 116
RIALTO, CA 92376

SMART BUSINESS
SOLUTION
4372 BERKELEY ST.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763

UNIQUE THRIFT STORE
21880 US HIGHWAY 18
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
WORD4ASIA2
CONSULTING
1903 E. DEODAR ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

PRESTIGE AUTOSPORTS
161 N MOUNTAIN AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786

TEA AND THEE
35162 RAVENCREST CT.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
MST
661 S YUCCA AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92376
OMNI BUILDERS
1515 ALESSANDRO RD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
PSYCHIC TAROT CARD
READINGS
354 S EUCLID AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
REAL PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
RESIDENTIAL
15338 CENTRAL AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710

A HEALING TOUCH
MEDICAL MASSAGE
THERAPY
22400 BARTON RD.
STE. 20
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
A'SENSUAL ROMANCE
12218 CANYON MEADOWS
DR.
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91739
ALPINE OLVERA
APARTMENTS
559 W. ALPINE ST.
UPLAND, CA 91786

KEDVALE TRADING
5758 VENTANA DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336

ROSENBLOOM QUILTS
19055 STODDARD WAY
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308

B & V ASSET
PROTECTION
8951 HONEYSUCKLE AVE.
HESPERIA, CA 92344

LEE & ASSOCIATES ONTARIO
3535 INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD.
ONTARIO, CA 91764

SKYNCE.COM
15528 JOLIET CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336

BB-ARCHE
5636 DANVILLE CT.
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709

SLIDERIGHT
12567 YUBA RD.
PHELAN, CA 92371

BONITAS MEXICAN FOOD
35134 YUCAIPA BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399

SMART-TAB
1249 TYLER LN.
UPLAND, CA 91784

CALIFORNIA BUDGET
FINANCE
3936 PHELAN RD.
STE. D3 PHELAN, CA 92371

LY’S NAILS
930 N. MOUNTAIN AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762
M & M TRUCKING
15351 RIVER ROCK DR.
FONTANA, CA 92336
MAX L. AMENDE
CORNWELL TOOLS
440 W. BUFFINGTON ST.
UPLAND, CA 91784
MOUNTAIN VIEW SMALL
ENGINE
9593 9TH ST RANCHO
CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
MRS. GREENJEANS
11630 7TH AVE
HESPERIA, CA 92345
NEW BLUE HORIZON
LODGE
638 EDGEMOORE RD.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
PARTY NAILS
14519 SEVENTH ST.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92395

SPEEDY CHECK CASHING
9964 BLOOMINGTON AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
STATIC BROKER
38755 FINCH DR.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
SUMMER BREEZE POOL
AND SPA
5928 LAURA LN.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
TEKITRONICS
1255 W COLTON AVE.
STE. 527
REDLANDS, CA 92374
THE BEAUTY BOX
16785 BEAR VALLEY RD.
HESPERIA, CA 92345

CHABELO'S TIRE
WHOLESALE
582 W VALLEY BLVD.
COLTON, CA 92324
CIRCLE P RANCH
28442 SAN TIMOTEO
CANYON RD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373
COLE HOME
27254 PACIFIC ST.
HIGHLAND, CA 92346
CORDOVA’S TAILOR
SHOP
168 E. ST.
STE. I
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92401

EPILOGUE
5163 MONTCLAIR PLAZA
LN.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
HEART 2 HEART EQUINE
RESCUE
2976 MOJAVE CT.
HIGHLAND, CA 92373
JOSE HERNANDEZ
658 W. BLOOMINGTON
AVE.
STE. 204 RIALTO, CA 92376
KOR@CTIVE BODY
THERAPY
1440 W. EDGEHILL RD.
STE. 37
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
LLESENIA JUAREZ
658 W. BLOOMINGTON
AVE.
STE. 207
RIALTO, CA 92376
MARTHA HERNANDEZ
658 W. BLOOMINGTON
AVE.
STE. 204
RIALTO, CA 92376
MARTIN AND
ASSOCIATES
1528 WEDGEWOOD WAY
UPLAND, CA 91786
MASTER AUTO BODY
SHOP
137 SOUTH LILAC AVE.
STE. B
RIALTO, CA 92376
MATRIX GLASSWORKS
738 S. WATERMAN AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92408
MELISSA’S HAIR SALON
14592 PALMDALE RD.
STE. D05
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
MICHAEL’S HIGH
PERFORMANCE LAWN
CARE
34759 PECAN AVE.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
MICHAEL’S TREE
SERVICE
34759 PECAN AVE.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
AGE AUTO DETAILING
380 N LINDEN AVE.
STE. 2701
RIALTO, CA 92376

OMNI FINANCIAL
19200 VON KARMA AVE.
IRVINE, CA 92612
TESFA SMOKE PLUS
1150 EAST PHILADELPHIA
ST.
STE 112
ONTARIO, CA 91761
TITIVATE HAIR LENGTHS
8755 ALDER AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
TORTAS DE SINALOA
1497 N. MT. VERNON AVE.
COLTON, CA 92324
UNLIMITED PACKAGING
8675 ROCHESTER AVE.
STE. A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
UNLIMITED PACKAGING
& SUPPLIES, INC
8675 ROCHESTER AVE.
STE. A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
WARSCHAW LEARNING
INSTITUTE
2116 N. ALBRIGHT AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91784
WYNN FINANCIAL II
9330 BASELINE RD.
STE. 206
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91703
UP & S, INC.
8675 ROCHESTER AVE.
STE. A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730
3RING CREATIVE
22400 BARTON RD.
STE. 17
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
THE NEW YOU
BRAIDING & WEAVING
1037 W. PHILADELPHIA ST.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
ALPINE SLIDE AT MAGIC
MOUNTAIN
800 WILDROSE LN.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
B F ENTERPRISES
3866 E 9TH ST.
POMONA, CA 91766
BARCELONA FC.
FANTASTICA 8’S
8353 SIERRA AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335
BEIJING EXPRESS
2075 E HIGHLAND AVE.
STE. E
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92404
BIG BEAR APPLIANCE
41505 BIG BEAR BLVD.
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
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NEW BUSINESS
CELL-A-BRITY HAIR
1571 N. E ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92405
CHINO FAMILY DAYCARE
12657 JALEPENO AVE.
CHINO, CA 91710
CHUCK’S YELLOW CAB
SERVICE
9857 SUN VALLEY DR.
MONCLAIR, CA 91763
CK PRODUCTIONS
3374 CHRISANN CIR.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
CME FASHIONS
35141 RAVENCREST CT.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
DE LA TORRE GARDENING SERVICES
2185 W. COLLEGE AVE.
STE. 3027
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92407
DIAMANTES Y ESPIGAS
ALEF77
16565 HERCULES ST.
STE. 15
HESPERIA, CA 92345
EL PESCADOR #16
636 N. EUCLID AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91762

ELECTRIC BEACH
TANNING
22400 BARTON RD.
STE. 19
GRAND TERRACE, CA
92313
FACELOGIC
13850 CITY CENTER DR.
STE. 5050
CHINO HILLS, CA 91709
FARMER BOYS
10966 CENTRAL AVE.
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
FOSTERS PAWN
1240 E. MAIN ST.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
FRANK AND LIN’S
ONE MILLS CIR.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
G.E.S.
7908 MANGO AVE.
STE. E-11
FONTANA, CA 92336
GEREMY EDWARDS
STUDIOS
7908 MANGO AVE.
STE. E-11
FONTANA, CA 92336
GOODLUCK
INTERNATIONAL
CORPORATION
13759 CHEROKEE CT.
FONTANA, CA 92336

GROSS BARGAINS
725 N. BENSON AVE.
STE. B
UPLAND, CA 91786
HAPPY TRAVEL AGENCY
15473 MORRO BAY LN.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92394
HAYNES ELECTRIC
COMPANY
409 E. BLUE JAY WAY
ONTARIO, CA 91761
HOLIDAY HOMES
701 MONTARA RD.
BARSTOW, CA 92311
INDEPENDENT REAL
ESTATE GROUP
24434 SCOTCH LN.
COLTON, CA 92324
KFC E791-020
9758 SIERRA AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92335

WORKMILL QUICK
452 RIOMETS AVE.
ROMOLAND, CA 92585
TWO HILLS CRAFT
5521 PAKE VIEW
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
TVO SERVICES
8583 DRIFTWOOD DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
OLD TOWN SPICE
MERCHANTS
41923 5TH ST.
STE. 101
TEMECULA, CA 92590
MATCO TOOLS
81239 COCO PALM DR.
INDIO, CA 92201
R.R. READY MIX
39323 BONAIRE WAY
MURRIETA CA 92563
UNLEASHED CREATIONS
10300 BEAUMONT AVE.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223
DESERT VALLEY AUTO
81837 OLEANDER AVE.
STE. 44
INDIO, CA 92201

ORANGECREST
RADIATION
8430 BESS CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
PCD SERVICES
16395 LAKE KNOLL PKWY
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503

MARIO’S PIZZA
1201 N. GROVE AVE.
ONTARIO, CA 91764
MR PRESSURE WASHING
13052 HILLHAVEN CT.
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392

NUFFO'S BARBER SHOP
1645 RIVERSIDE AVE.
STE. C
RIALTO, CA 92376
ONO HAWAIIAN BBQ
1605 W. LUGONIA AVE.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
PEDRO'S TRUCKING
141 W COLUMBINE AVE.
RIALTO, CA 92377
PREMIER TIRE'S SHOP
7615 STERLING AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92410
PSIONIC
ENTERTAINMENT
13098 METEOR DR.
SPRING VALLEY LAKE, CA
92395
RED BLOSSOM MASSAGE
SALON
7337 EAST AVE.
FONTANA, CA 92336
REFLECT THE UNKNOWN
1317 N. SAN ANTONIO AVE.
UPLAND, CA 91786
SALON MIA
7890 HAVEN AVE.
STE. 20
RANCHO CUCAMONGA,
CA 91730

SIMPLY MICA
5060 E MONTCLAIR PLAZA
DR.
STE. 5522
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
DRIVING SCHOOL
12189 7TH ST.
STE. 130
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
STUDIO 76
7908 MANGO AVE.
STE. E-11
FONTANA, CA 92336
THE BOULEVARD
EMPORIUM
35119 YUCAIPA BLVD.
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
UNCLE HOWIE'S PIZZA
800-A E. LUGONIA AVE.
REDLANDS, CA 92374
V.O. BUILDERS
7171 BRAWLEY RD.
PHELAN, CA 92371
VALLE SERENO FUNERAL
HOME
16095 TUSCOLA RD.
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
WESTEC BUILDER
738 GREENWOOD AVE.
DEVORE, CA 92407

County of Riverside

STROUD TRANSPORT
1000 SHELLIE LN.
HEMET, CA 92543

ORANGECREST
RADIATION
8430 BESS CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508

MAKE IT SHINE MOBILE
CARWASH
27982 WATERMAN RD.
BARSTOW, CA 92311

NOSTALGIA ELECTRICS
INTERNATIONAL
2304 S. LILAC AVE.
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316

PERRIS DENTAL
2055 N PERRIS BLVD.
STE E-12
PERRIS, CA 92571

MARIA C. RIVERA DDS
INC
7759 CALIFORNIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504

LAX SPA
12345 MOUNTAIN AVE.
SUITE U CHINO, CA 91710

LA SPA
12345 MOUNTAIN AVE.
STE. U
CHINO, CA 91710

BLUE RIBBON DONUTS
1166 6TH ST.
NORCO, CA 92860

ROSEBUD
4005 BROTHERTON ST.
CORONA, CA 92879

LASTING IMPRESSIONS
LAWN CARE
27611 RODEO RD.
HELENDALE, CA 92342

NEW HOPE
TRANSITIONAL LIVING
1578 W. 6TH ST.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92411

AAA JEWELRY & LOAN
1385 W. BLAINE ST STE H7
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507

CONSTRUCTION SELECT
BUILDERS
25684 MOTTE CIR.
MENIFEE, CA 92585

LAKE ARROWHEAD
VILLAGE PHARMACY
28200 ST HWY 189
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CA
92352

LA COSTENITA
RESTAURANT & FISH
MARKET
265 WEST HIGHLAND AVE.
SAN BERNARDINO, CA
92406

NEW BUSINESS
CERTIFIED SIGN
29215 CALLE DE
CABALLOS
ROMOLAND, CA 92585

County of San Bernardino

INLAND EMPIRE
WHOLESALE
2680 MARKET ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
MOTUS AUDIO
3380 LA SIERRA AVE.
STE. 104-121
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
MANGEMENT COMPANY
(ARMCO)
35706 DAVID LN.
WILDOMAR, CA 92595
THANKS AND PRAISE
SERVICES
5640 RIVERSIDE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
THANKS AND PRAISE
SERVICES
5640 RIVERSIDE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
CCN
41661 ENTERPRISE CIR.
STE. 117
TEMECULA, CA 92590

JESSE'S AUTO GLASS &
UPHOLSTERY
1307 S STATE ST.
STE. C
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
LEER MOTORSPORTS
11211 PIERCE ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92505
RAELYNA RAE BOUTIQUE
28810 AVENIDA MARBELLA
MENIFEE, CA 92584
DINNERS ON THE RUN
39871 BEAUJOLAIS CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
DINNERS ON THE RUN
39871 BEAUJOLAIS CT.
TEMECULA, CA 92592
SUBWAY ORANGECREST
19530 VAN BUREN BLVD.
BLVD. G1
RIVERSIDE CA 92508
AIRPORT INN
6759 ARLINGTON AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
CAZARES TILE
47581 MIRAGE WAY
INDIO, CA 92201
OUTDOOR LIVING
CONCEPTS
77928 PALAPAS RD.
PALM DESERT, CA 92211

LINA SIMONI
2401 S YOSEMITE DR.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
SUN WEST POOL, SPA &
LANDSCAPING
69115 GARNER AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
SMITH REPAIR
SERVICES-SRS
350 E. PALM CANYON
STE. 18
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
TERAGAR PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
82361 CROSBY DR.
INDIO, CA 92201
EMAGGIN
401 S. EL CIELO RD.
STE. 217
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
SOLBRELLA COVER
DESIGNS
65022 ACOMA RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
U.R. SET
65022 ACOMA RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240

U.R. SET PROPERTY
SERVICES
65022 ACOMA RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
SUPERIOR
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
34116 DATE PALM DR.
STE. A
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
SC DEVELOPERS
34116 DATE PALM DR.
STE. A
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
RESIDENZA SAN
LORENZO
773-777 SAN LORENZO RD.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
DEYANIRA’S GIFT SHOP
82-227 HWY 111
STE. K3
INDIO, CA 92201
RANCHO LANDSCAPING
& MAINTENANCE
785 W. SEQUOIA ST.
RIALTO CA 92316
BLYTHE TRADING POST
1894 E. HOBSONWAY
BLYTHE, CA 92225
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PROFESSIONAL REALTY
ASSOCIATES
70005 MIRAGE CT.
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
PR GROUP
70005 MIRAGE CT.
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA
92270
G&B ENTERPRISES
77866 WOODHAVEN DR.
PALM DESERT, CA 92211
DESERT MOON
CONSTRUCTION
31185 DESERT MOON DR.
THOUSAND PALMS, CA
92276
A PLACE IN THE SUN
754 E SAN LORENZO RD.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
BRIGHT IDEA BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS
66071 SAN JUAN
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
MACIAS POOL SERVICE
85323 CALLE NINOS
COACHELLA CA 92236

RECOVERY &
TRANSPORT
10565 LIMONITE AVE.
STE. 1A
MIRA LOMA CA 91752
MOTHERLAND AFRICAN
FOODS MARKET
80 WEST GRAND BLVD.
STE. 124
CORONA, CA 92882
WESTERN BROCHURE
DISTRIBUTORS
1120 JOSHUA WAY
VISTA CA 92081
GOLDEN SPA
1299 GALLERIA AT TYLER
STE. 121
RIVERSIDE, CA 92503
M & M ENTERPRISE
40169 MEDFORD RD.
TEMECULA, CA 92591
COOKING WITH TANYA
38500 VISTA DEL BOSQUE
MURRIETA, CA 92562
ACTION NOTARY AND
LOAN SIGNING
22881 ELK GRASS ST.
CORONA CA 92883

VILLAGE AT LA QUINTA
REALTORS
50521 VISTA MONTANA
LA QUINTA, CA 92253

ALLIED BUILDING
PRODUCTS
1606 HAMNER AVE.
NORCO, CALIFORNIA 92860

KENNEDY STORE
56400 MONROE ST.
THERMAL CA 92274

J & M PRECISION
CONSTRUCTION
41150 CARDINAL FLOWER
DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562

RESORT CLEANING
SERVICES
30500 SAN ELJAY AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
XL CLEANING SERVICES
30500 SAN ELJAY AVE.
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
WAR FABRICATIONS
68805 PEREZ RD.
STE. G-94
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA
92234
STUNNER CONTRACTORS
4259 RIDGERIDER CT.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
CHERRY VALLEY NAILS
10420 BEAUMONT AVE.
STE. F
CHERRY VALLEY, CA 92223
E & A ENTERPRISE
860 S. GRANT AVE.
STE. F
CORONA, CA 92882
EXPRESS AUTO CO.
860 S. GRANT AVE.
STE. F
CORONA, CA 92882
PARADIGM AUTO
RECOVERY &
TRANSPORT
10565 LIMONITE AVE
STE. 1A
MIRA LOMA CA 91752

DEMO’S CONSTRUCTION
5478 S. MILLKOW DR.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
SHERRY BERRY MUSIC
45600 CORTE ROYAL
TEMECULA, CA 92592
ALL IN ALL MUSIC
45600 CORTE ROYAL
TEMECULA, CA 92592
DREAM BIG POSTERS
45024 BRONZE STAR RD.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92532
PRINTING BIG POSTERS
45024 BRONZE STAR RD.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92532
JILL MACDONALD
INSURANCE INSPECTION
SERVICES
15607 RIDGEWAY AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92508
TCM HERBAL WORLD
10174 INDIANA AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92503
WILDSTAR
5966 TOWER RD.
RIVERSIDE CA 92506
SERV PRO OF
NORCO/MIRA LOMA
23340 STONE RIDGE
MURRIETA, CA 92562

County of Riverside

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
AUBREY RAE
27789 HILLPOINTE DR.
SUN CITY, CA 92585
KREGCO
43280 BUSINESS PARK DR.
STE. 109
TEMECULA, CA 92590
ALARM AND ELECTRIC
1215 ANTONELL CT.
BEAUMONT, CA 92223
THE BLUEPRINT CORP.
31728 FLINTRIDGE WAY
MURRIETA, CA 92563
ADVANCE YOUR LISTING
41690 IVY ST.
STE. 2
MURRIETA, CA 92562
ADVANCE HEARING INC.
41690 IVY ST.
MURRIETA, CA 92562
JTC PRODUCTS
29308 BIG HORN CT.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
ENTECH CONSULTING
GROUP
43410 BUSINESS PARK DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
ENTECH NORTHWEST
INC
43410 BUSINESS PARK DR.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
FOCUSED IN
PHOTOGRAPHY
28384 SAN SEBASTIAN
AVE.
MURRIETA, CA 92563
BJS FISH MARKET AND
FRY
2551 S. SAN JACINTO
SAN JACINTO CA 92583
AFFORDABLE PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
1067 TANFORD LN.
CORONA CA 92881
ALLIANCE TAX
RESOLUTION
6942 ED PERKIC ST.
STE. A
RIVERSIDE, CA 92504
ALKINS CLEANING
SERVICES
805 E. STETSON AVE.
HEMET, CA 92543,
CLEANING SERVICES
ADVACE
805 E STETSON AVE.
HEMET, CA 92543,
KIDS REASON
7058 WESTPORT ST.
RIVERSIDE CA 92506
DATT DIVERSIFIED
SERVICES
576 SOLANO DR.
HEMET, CA 92545
APPLE POS AND CCTV
944 W. 6TH ST.
STE. 103
CORONA, CA 92882

PARITY PARTNERS
15131 WINDOVER CT.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

TUTORING 911
10791 CAMPBELL AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92505

VILLARINO TRUCKING
470 SANTA ROSA ST.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583

PARITY PARTNERS
15131 WINDOVER CT.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530

KIKI’S JUMPERS
6043 SATURN LN.
MIRA LOMA CA 91752

RODRIGUEZ CABINETS
276 SAN RAFAEL RD.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

CALIFORNIA’S HOME
DOCTOR
5526 HARDWICKE AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92504

FELICIANO'S PAINTING
3738 PACIFIC AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92509

MARIMENDOZA.COM
2538 SAVANNA WAY
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262

COAST TO COAST
SURFACE SPECIALISTS
34878 MONTE VISTA DR.
STE. 113
WILDOMAR, CA 92595

MURAL MURAL ON THE
WALL
2538 SAVANNA WAY
PALM SPRINGS CA 92262

RIVER THAI CUISINE
2051 RIVER RD.
NORCO CA 92860
THE TOBACCO ISLAND
1561 EAST ONTARIO AVE.
CORONA CA 92881
AFTER SHOTZ
PHOTOGRAPHY
40557 CALLE MEDUSA
TEMECULA, CA 92591
JIMS VACUUM & SEWING
7822 LIMONITE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
PUCKER UP COUTURE
19346 LAMBETH CT.
RIVERSIDE CA 92508
HEART JUMP-START
32542 CADEN CT.
WINCHESTER, CA 92596
BANZAI JAPANESE
STEAKHOUSE
27533 JEFFERSON AVE.
TEMECULA, CA 92590
PATRON CONSTRUCTION
632 E. SHAVER ST.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92583
SPARADISE PARTIES
4646 BEACON WAY
RIVERSIDE CA 92501
MARIA C. RIVERA DDS
7759 CALIFORNIA AVE.
RIVERSIDE CA 92504
BEVOTS HEATING
13654 PAN AM BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
POPS ENTERPRISE
26900 SUGARITE CYN DR
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92555
RPM SERVICES GROUP
25938 AVENIDA CLASSICA
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92551
ARCO AM/PM
2228 W. RAMSEY ST.
BANNING, CA 92220
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
MARKET & LIQUOR
3796 WATKINS DR.
STE. A
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
TRINA’S STAINED GLASS,
ETC
27738 ENCANTO DR.
SUN CITY, CA 92586

VALLEY SPORT
51-335 HARRISON ST.
STE. 104
COACHELLA CA, 92236
CINDERELLA’S
CLEANING
66640 SAN RAFAEL RD.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
PHAT CUTZ
12331 PALM DR.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
UNLIMITED HANDYMAN
SERVICES
66301 ESTRELLA AVE.
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA
92240
N P S TRANSPORTATION
LLC
15218 PLUM ST.
CABAZON, CA 92230
POOL PRO
50105 MONROE ST.
INDIO CA 92201
AUTOMOTIVE
DIAGNOSTICS INSTITUTE
1531 7TH ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
TILE MAN
583810 EISENHOWER DR.
LA QUINTA CA 92253
BUBBLE WASH LAUNDRY
9245 JURUPA RD.
RIVERSIDE CA 92509
LOUIS R GUILBAULT
53501 AVENIDA DIAZ
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
H & R CAMPERS AND
ACCESSORIES
450 N SCOVELL AVE.
SAN JACINTO, CA 92582
BIG DEES TEXAS
BAR-B-QUE & SEAFOOD
765 CORNFLOWER WAY
PERRIS, CA 92571
UNIQUE TECHNIQUE
PRODUCTIONS
8761 PINELANE CIR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
THE HUNTRESS
INNOVATIONS SALON
851 E 6TH ST.
STE. C1
BEAUMONT, CA 92223

WAY TRANSPORTATION,
THE
80704 ZINNIA AVE.
INDIO, CA 92201
YOUR SOURCE
2981 FLORINE AVE.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
BIG IN BIG RECRUITING
29839 CAMINO CRISTAL
MENIFEE, CA 92584
BIG ON BIG CAMPS
29839 CAMINO CRISTAL
MENIFEE, CA 92584
IE SPORTS CHAT
29839 CAMINO CRISTAL
MENIFEE, CA 92584
MAN TO MAN CAMPS
29839 CAMINO CRISTAL
MENIFEE, CA 92584
GARCIA'S MOBILE HOME
PARK
54596 SHADY LN.
THERMAL, CA 92274
NO SUN SPRAY TANS
51365 CALLE JACUMBA
LA QUINTA, CA 92253
NAILS FOR YOU
82204 HWY 111
STE. D
INDIO CA 92201
RON HUGHES DRE
#01309322
2465 E. PALM CANYON DR.
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
CUSTOM NAILS SALON
31811 MISSION TRL.
LAKE ELSINORE, CA 92530
MONTESSORI ACADEMY
6200 PACHAPPA DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
MONTESSORI ACADEMY
6200 PACHAPPA DR.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
OLGA’S TAX SERVICE
51625 HARRISON ST.
COACHELLA, CA 92236
LOW PRICE AUTO
GLASS #60
24550 SUNNYMEAD BLVD.
MORENO VALLEY, CA
92553
NO LIMITS
20516 AVE. HACIENDA
RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
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EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE TIME
TIME OUT
OUT
Taking a Bite of the Big Apple in Winter
By Brian Hoerning
Without a doubt a visit to
some of America’s biggest
cities is an awesome experience, but a trip to NYC in
February? Really? Well, the
occasion for us was one of our
dearest friend’s 50th wedding
anniversaries—and that was all
the excuse I needed.
First off, one of the best
ways to get to New York is on
Jet Blue (www.jetblue.com)
through Long Beach; so simple
and easy, so not LAX. Check in
is easy and quick and you walk
outside to board like in the old
days. Wonderful!!
We took the “red eye” and
some Restoril and off we went.
Our flight from Long Beach
flew direct to Boston. We
arrived at about 5 in the morning for a brief stop before landing at the Newark International
Airport in N.J.
There we were met by my
sister-in-law and brother-in-law.
Now we’re originally from New
Jersey, and for us this was kind
of a homecoming. First stop—a
diner in Jersey City—for the
uneducated there is no better
place for a “Taylor Ham and
egg on a hard roll” than in any
of the thousands of diners that
populate New Jersey. They all
have 25 page menus and somehow manage to serve anything
you want good, quick and fresh.
After breakfast we were off to
Ellis Island for our first adventure of the weekend. This trip
could have been done without
the renting of a car as mass transit in that area is very well
established and safe—just do
your homework and know
where you are going.
Tip: Jersey City (in New
Jersey) is a wonderful place to
stay
(www.cityofjerseycity.com). The city sits right on
the Hudson River and opposite
the Manhattan skyline and
specifically the site of the World
Trade Center. It also offers easy

CRRNJ Terminal
access to Manhattan. Pay less
and enjoy more, right?
The excursion to Ellis
Island
(www.ellisisland.org/genealogy/ellis_island_v
isiting.asp) can be started from
both Manhattan (at Battery
Park) and Jersey City (from
Liberty State Park in Jersey
City). I suggest Jersey City—
the view across the Hudson at
lower Manhattan is just incredible. Liberty State Park
(www.libertystatepark.org) is
1,122 acres and offers long
boardwalks along the Hudson
that, even in the middle of win-

ter, is an enjoyable walk. Not to
be missed is the park’s “9-11
Garden State Memorial,” part
of which was created by using
actual steel beams from the
wreckage. Two gleaming walls
cut into a grassy hill, creating a
walkway that directs the eye
across the river to the footprints
of the two missing towers. The
name of this memorial is
“Empty Sky,” taken from the
Bruce Springsteen song of the
same name.
Also in the park is the fully
restored 1889 Central Rail Road
of New Jersey Terminal. From

9-11 Garden State Memorial

here eight million immigrants
traveled to their homes via the
Central Railroad. From 1890 1915 the combination of commuters, immigrants and freight
brought between 30,000 50,000 people and almost 300
trains each day to the CRRNJ
Terminal. The railroad became
a way of life for most of the surrounding community. Be sure
not to miss seeing the old rail
line terminus at the western side
of the terminal. Here, 20 different train tracks came to an end
and were also the beginnings
for those going west, south and
north. Tickets for Ellis Island
bought in advance are very
much in order, and you should
plan on this trip taking most of
your day—there’s that much to
see.
The boat ride to Ellis Island
will take you right past The
Statue of Liberty. Ellis Island
was sold to the city by (you
guessed it) Mr. Ellis. At that
time it was much smaller than it
is today. Ever wonder what they
did with all the dirt they pulled
out of the underground to build
the subways? Yep, it’s what
makes up much of the present
27-acre Ellis Island grounds.
The tour only takes in a very
small part of the island, but that
small part can easily occupy
your day. The Main Hall is
where, for many of us, life in
America began through our
ancestors. There between 1892
and 1924 over 20 million immigrants first set foot in America.
There are reminders in pictures,
movies and spoken word that
describe the hardships these
wonderfully determined folks
almost all faced as they tried to
begin a new life and make The
American Dream a reality for
themselves and their families.
Take your time—take it in and
rejoice in our wonderful heritage.
continued on page 39
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INLAND EMPIRE PEOPLE AND EVENTS
Pomona
Chamber
of
Commerce
President
Jeff
Keating Nominated and Agrees
to Second Term. Jeff Keating has
been asked by the chamber executive board (and approved by the
board) to serve another year
because of his leadership in succesfully restructuring its budget due to
the loss of redevelopment funds.
Jill Reiff, incoming president elect, will also continue to assist
Jeff in that capacity.
For more information on the Pomona Chamber of Commerce
visit www.pomonachamber.org or call (909) 622-1256.

The Unforgettables Foundation and Tom Pernice Jr Charities
joined forces in Murrieta at Bear Creek Golf Club to raise over
$100,000—and Co Title Sponsors BMW of Riverside and BMW
of Murrieta were thrilled to see a new BMW auto 2-year lease
won with a hole in 1 by Louie Bishop--orange shirt on Hole #6
a par 3 from 175 yards. He was accompanied by Lt. to rt.—Paul
Cramer and Jim Dome of Goose Creek Golf Course and Tim
Evans, founder of The Unforgettables.
For more information on the Unforgettables Foundation visit
www.theunforgettables.com.
Desert Hot Springs sales have increased 17 percent over last
year. The third highest increase in Riverside County, the city
announced recently.
For more information on the Desert Hot Springs visit www.cityofdhs.org.

